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Resumen

Un grafo es vecindad-perfecto si en cada subgrafo inducido, el mı́nimo número

de vecindades cerradas necesarias para cubrir los vértices y aristas es igual

al máximo cardinal de un conjunto de vértices y aristas sin dos elementos

pertenecientes a la misma vecidad cerrada. A diferencia de los grafos perfectos,

los grafos vecindad-perfectos no han sido aún caracterizados por subgrafos

inducidos prohibidos, ni tampoco se conoce la complejidad algorı́tmica del prob-

lema de reconocimiento de la clase. En esta tesis probamos caracterizaciones de

los grafos vecindad-perfectos por subgrafos inducidos prohibidos minimales

restringidas a ciertas clases de grafos, incluyendo la clase de los grafos P4-tidy,

la de los tree-cographs y ciertas clases relacionadas a los grafos clique-Helly

hereditarios. Por otro lado consideramos el problema de reconocimiento de

los grafos vecindad-perfectos y encontramos algoritmos polinomiales para re-

solverlo restringido a distintas clases de grafos. Finalmente mostramos dos

algoritmos lineales para encontrar los parámetros involucrados en la definición

de vecindad-perfección (y los conjuntos óptimos que realizan los parámetros)

restringiendo la entrada a grafos pertenececients a la clases de los grafos P4-tidy

y los tree-cographs, y probamos que el problema de determinar estos mismos

parámetros es NP-completo aún para grafos complemento de bipartito.
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Abstract

A graph is neighborhood-perfect if for every induced subgraph, the minimum

number of closed neighborhoods needed to cover all the vertices and edges

equals the maximum size of a set of vertices and edges, no two of which belong

to the same closed neighborhood. Unlike perfect graphs, neither a forbidden

induced subgraph characterization, nor the computational complexity of the

recognition problem are known for the whole class of neighborhood-perfect

graphs. In this thesis we give characterizations of neighborhood-perfect graphs

by minimal forbidden induced subgraphs restricted to several graph classes,

including the classes of the P4-tidy graphs, tree-cographs and several graph

classes related to the class of hereditary clique-Helly graphs. Moreover we

consider the problem of recognizing neighborhood-perfect graphs and propose

polynomial-time algorithms to solve it restricted to different graph classes.

Finally we present two linear-time algorithms to find the parameters involved in

the definition of neighborhood-perfectness for P4-tidy graphs and tree-cographs

and prove that the problems of these same parameters are NP-complete when

restricted to complement of bipartite graphs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the most celebrated results in the last fifteen years in Graph Theory

is without a doubt the characterization by forbidden induced subgraphs of

the class of perfect graphs. A graph G is said to be perfect if χ(G ′) = ω(G ′),

for all induced subgraph G ′ of G1, where χ(G) is the minimum number of

colors needed to color the vertices of graph G andω(G) the size of the largest

clique of G. Perfect graphs were defined by Berge in 1961 [4]. Not only are

perfect graphs of great theoretical importance, but they have as well significant

importance in real-world applications. They arise naturally in many of these,

for example optimization of computer storage, analysis of genetic structure

and scheduling problems [54, 98]. In his initial work, Berge proposed two

conjectures that were later known as the Perfect Graph Theorem and the Strong

Perfect Graph Theorem. The first of these stated that a graph is perfect if and

only if its complement is perfect2, and was proved to be true by Lovász in

1972 [74, 75]. Although Lovasz admited that much credit should be given to

Fulkerson, who had previously established the relation between perfect graphs

1We shall assume, in this chapter, basic knowledge of Graph Theory. In case of doubt we refer
the reader to Chapter 2.

2The original conjecture used the terms χ-perfect and α-perfect, where G is α-perfect if
α(G ′) = θ(G ′) for all induced subgraphs G ′ of G, α(H) being the independence number
and θ(H) being the minimum clique cover of the vertices of a graphH.

1
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and polyhedral combinatorics, which led him to an independent proof of the

theorem [49]. The second conjecture was a characterization of perfect graphs

as those graphs such that no induced subgraph is an odd chordless cycle of

length at least 5 or a complement of such an odd cycle. Graphs containing no

such induced cycles or their complements were later on called Berge graphs. An

interesting report of the history and motivations of these conjectures can be

found in [6]. The Strong Perfect Graph Theorem was proved by Chudnovsky,

Robertson, Seymour and Thomas in 2002 [32], using a structural theorem, in

which they proved that a Berge graph belongs to one of five basic classes or

admits one of a few kinds of decompositions. An account of how this final proof

was found was written in 2006 by Seymour [92].

The class of neighborhood-perfect graphs was defined in 1986 by Lehel and Tuza

[70] based on a min-max equality similar to that of perfect graphs. Given a graph

G, a set C ⊆ V(G) is a neighborhood-covering set if each edge and vertex of G

belongs to G[v] for some v ∈ C, where G[v] is the subgraph of G induced by the

closed neighborhood of the vertex v 3. This concept of neighborhood-covering

was first introduced by Sampathkumar and Neeralagi [89]. We shall say that

two elements of E(G) ∪ V(G) are neighborhood-independent if there is no vertex

v ∈ V(G) such that both elements belong toG[v]. A set S ⊆ V(G)∪E(G) is said to

be a neighborhood-independent set if every pair of elements of S is neighborhood-

independent4. Let ρn(G) be the size of the minimum neighborhood-covering

set and αn(G) of the maximum neighborhood-independent set. Clearly, the

inequality

ρn(G) > αn(G)

holds for every graph G. Thus, Lehel and Tuza define neighborhood-perfect

graphs as those graphs G where ρn(G
′) = αn(G

′) holds for every induced

subgraph G ′ of G. They observe as well that as a consequence of the Strong

3Note that this definition is slightly different from the one given in [70], where isolated vertices
are not required to be covered.

4As for neighborhood-covering sets, neighborhood-independent sets are defined in [70] as sets
of edges, without taking into account isolated vertices.
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Perfect Graph Theorem, all neighborhood-perfect graphs must be perfect. In

Figure 1.1 we can see two graphs that will appear throughout the thesis, one is

neighborhood-perfect and the other is not.

Figure 1.1: Example of a neighborhood-perfect graph (left) and a non neighborhood-perfect graph
(right). For each graph, a maximum neighborhood-independent set is marked by dotted (green)
edges and a minimum neighborhood-covering set by circling the vertices (in red).

No forbidden induced subgraph characterization of the whole class of neighborhood-

perfect graphs is known, but several partial characterizations have been proven.

In the paper where Lehel and Tuza defined the class, they proved that, when

restricted to chordal graphs, neighborhood-perfect graphs are exactly odd-

sun-free graphs. Lehel and Tuza showed as well that triangle-free graphs

are neighborhood-perfect if and only if they are bipartite. In [57] minimally

non-neighborhood-perfect graphs were defined and all those minimally non-

neighborhood-perfect graphs G satisfying αn(G) = 1 were found. Moreover,

in this same work, they proved that all line graphs of bipartite graphs are

neighborhood-perfect and found a forbidden induced subgraph characteri-

zation for neighborhood-perfect graphs in the class of chordal graphs. As a

generalization of the result on line graphs of bipartite graphs, Lehel proved a

characterization of those line graphs that are neighborhood-perfect [69].

Several results have been published on the algorithmic problems of finding

αn(G) and ρn(G) for different graph classes. If G is a cograph, interval graph

or a strongly chordal graph, then this problems can be solved in linear time

[57, 23, 70]. If G is a neighborhood-perfect chordal graph, then finding the

parameters can be done in polynomial-time [70]. On the other hand it has been

seen that the same problems are NP-complete for line graphs, planar graphs

and split graphs [56, 27].

Although by many previously published results it is clear that the problem of
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recognizing neighborhood-perfect graphs is polynomial in several graph classes,

the computational complexity of the recognition problem of the whole class

is still unknown. Gyárfás et al. [57] described an algorithm to find αn(G) and

ρn(G) of any neighborhood-perfect cograph G, which can easily be modified to

a linear-time recognition algorithm of neighborhood-perfect cographs. More-

over by results of [70], a polynomial-time recognition algorithm for chordal

neighborhood-perfect graphs follows. Finally the fact, implicitly proven in

[69], that neighborhood-perfectness coincides with clique-perfectness when

restricted to the class of hereditary clique-Helly graphs, implies that polynomial-

time recognition algorithms for neighborhood-perfectness within hereditary

clique-Helly graph classes can be derived from analogous existing results for

clique-perfectness. These results are stated explicitly in Section 4.2.

This thesis is divided into three main chapters. In Chapter 2 we give the basic

definitions and known results used in the rest of the thesis. In Chapters 3 and 4

we present the main results of the thesis; each of these chapters begins with a

summary of previously proven results on the subject.

In Chapter 3 we first prove some structural results. For instance, we prove that

if a graph G is the join of two neighborhood-perfect graphs F and H, then G is

neighborhood-perfect if and only if it contains no induced C4 ∨ 2K1, C6 ∨ 3K1

or P6 ∨ 3K1, where ∨ denotes the join operation. To reach this conclusion,

we begin by showing how to obtain αn(G) and ρn(G) from the dominating

number, the 2-independence number and the neighborhood-covering number

of F and H. Using the structural results proved in Section 3.1, in the next two

sections of Chapter 3 we prove forbidden induced subgraph characterizations

of neighborhood-perfect graphs restricted to P4-tidy graphs and tree-cographs,

respectively. In the last section of this chapter we prove forbidden induced

subgraph characterizations of neighborhood-perfect graphs restricted to several

other graph classes, namely Helly circular-arc graphs, gem-free circular-arc

graphs, diamond-free graphs, hereditary clique-Helly claw-free graphs and

paw-free graphs. Most of these results are direct corollaries of the fact implicit
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in [69] that, if a graph is hereditary clique-Helly, then it is clique-perfect if and

only if it is neighborhood-perfect.

In Chapter 4, we give linear-time algorithms that recognize neighborhood-

perfect graphs within the classes of P4-tidy graphs and tree-cographs. We

present as well two linear-time algorithms that find a minimum neighborhood-

covering set and a maximum neighborhood-independent set for any P4-tidy

graph or tree-cograph. Furthermore, based on the characterizations that we

prove in the last section of Chapter 3, we prove that the recognition problem

of neighborhood-perfect graphs can be solved in polynomial time when the

input graph is restricted to belong to certain graph classes, namely paw-free

graphs, diamond-free graphs, claw-free hereditary clique-Helly graphs and

Helly circular-arc graphs. Finally we finish the chapter by proving that the prob-

lems of determining αn(G) and ρn(G) are NP-complete even if G is restricted to

be the complement of a bipartite graph.

Chapter 5 contains a summary of the main results of the thesis and some further

remarks.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter we shall define the basic concepts and give the basic results that

shall be used throughout the thesis. References are given in each section to

works where these concepts are explained in full detail.

2.1 Basic Definitions and Notations

For the sake of clarity we shall follow when possible West’s [104] notations. In

his book he defines a graph G as a triple, consisting of a vertex set V(G), an

edge set E(G) and a relation that assigns two vertices, called the endpoints, to

each edge. We will only deal with simple graphs, that is, graphs that are finite,

undirected and have no loops nor multiple edges. Thus we can view an edge as

an unordered pair of vertices, ignoring the formality of the relation associating

vertices and edges. Hence, if v and w are vertices of G, we shall denote the

edge joining them as vw. The complement of a graph G is a graph G such that

V(G) = V(G) and for every two different v,w ∈ V(G), vw ∈ E(G) if and only

if vw /∈ E(G). An edge-vertex incidence matrix of G is a {0, 1}-matrix having one

column for each vertex and one row for each edge, such that for each row, the

only two 1 ′s that appear correspond to the endpoints of the associated edge .

We shall say that a graph H is a subgraph of G if V(H) ⊆ V(G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G).

7
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Given a setW ⊆ V(G), we shall say that G[W] is the subgraph of G induced by

W when V(G[W]) = W and E(G[W]) = {vw ∈ E(G) : v,w ∈ W}. The graph H

shall be called an induced subgraph of G if there is a setW such that H = G[W];

moreover, if W 6= V(G), then H shall be called a proper induced subgraph. We

shall denote the subgraph of G induced by V(G) \W by G −W; if W = {v},

simply by G − v. For any set S, |S| denotes the cardinality of S. For simplicity,

we shall note the number of vertices of a G as nG = |V(G)|, and the number of

edges asmG = |E(G)|. When clear by context to which graph we are referring,

we shall simply denote its number of vertices by n and its number of edges by

m.

The neighborhood of a vertex v in G is the set of vertices of G adjacent to v, and

is denoted by NG(v). The closed neighborhood of v in G is NG(v) ∪ {v} and is

noted NG[v]. When the graph G is clear by context, the neighborhood and the

closed neighborhood shall be denoted by N(v) and N[v], respectively. A vertex

v is called universal if N[v] = V(G) (that is, v is adjacent to all other vertices of

G), pendant if it is adjacent to exactly one vertex of G, isolated if it is adjacent to

none, and simplicial if its neighborhood is a clique. An edge is pendant if it has

at least one pendant endpoint. The common neighborhood of an edge e = vw is

N(e) = N(v) ∩N(w); in general the common neighborhood of a nonempty set of

vertices S is N(S) =
⋂
s∈SN(s). The degree of a vertex v is dG(v) = |NG(v)|. The

maximum degree of the vertices of G is noted by ∆(G) and the minimum degree by

δ(G).

A graph is complete if its vertices are pairwise adjacent, we shall denote the

complete graph on n vertices by Kn. A complete graph of 3 vertices is called a

triangle. A clique of a graph is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices and a maximal

clique of a graph is an inclusion-wise maximal clique. A clique-matrix of a graph

is a {0, 1}-matrix, with one row for each maximal clique and one column for

each vertex and such that there is a 1 in a given entry if and only if the vertex

corresponding to the column belongs to the clique corresponding to the row. A

stable set of a graph is a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices. Clearly a stable set

of G is a clique of G and vice versa.
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A walk inG is a sequence of vertices v1, v2 . . . , vk, such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,k−

1}, vivi+1 ∈ E(G). If v1 = vk, the walk is called closed. A walk where no vertex is

repeated is called a path. A closed walk where no vertex except for the last and

first ones is repeated is called a cycle. We shall consider the smallest possible

cycle as a cycle of 3 vertices, which we shall call as well a triangle. The first

and last vertex of a path shall be called its endpoints. An n-path (resp. n-cycle)

is a path (resp. cycle) with n vertices. Let Z be a path or cycle of G. We shall

denote the set of vertices of Z by V(Z), and the set of edges of Z by E(Z). The

length of Zwill be |E(Z)|. The distance in G between two vertices is the minimum

length of a path having them as endpoints. A chord in Z is an edge joining two

nonconsecutive vertices of Z and Z is chordless if it has no chords. The chordless

n-path and n-cycle are denoted by Pn and Cn, respectively. For each n > 4,

Wn denotes the wheel graph on n vertices, which arises form Cn by adding

a universal vertex. A cycle is odd if it has a odd number of vertices, and even

otherwise. A hole is a chordless cycle of length at least 4 and an antihole is the

complement of a hole of length at least 5. A k-sun (or trampoline of order k) is a

graph having 2k vertices v1, . . . , vk,w1, . . . ,wk such that v1 . . . vk is a cycle and

every wi (1 6 i 6 k) has exactly two neighbors: vi and vi+1 (vk+1 = v1). A

k-sun is said to be odd if k is odd.

A graph G is connected if for every two vertices in it, there is a path that joins

them. A component of a graph is a containment-wise maximal connected sub-

graph. An anticomponent of G is the subgraph in G induced by the vertices of a

component of G . A component is trivial if it has only one vertex. A connected

graph without cycles is called a tree . The complement of a tree is called a co-tree

. A graph is called a forest if all its components are trees. A cutpoint is a vertex v

such that G− v has more components than G. An edge e is a bridge if G− e has

more components that G.

A dominating set of a graph G is a set A ⊆ V(G) such that each v ∈ V(G) ei-

ther is in A or is adjacent to some vertex of A. A total dominating set is a set

A ⊆ V(G) such that every vertex in V(G) is adjacent to at least one vertex of A.

A k-independent set of G is a set of vertices such that for every pair of vertices in
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it there is no path of length k or less that connects them in G. A set A ⊆ V(G) is

called a vertex cover of G if every edge e ∈ E(G) has at least one endpoint that

belongs to A. We shall note by τ(G) the size of a vertex cover of a graph G with

minimum number of nodes.

IfG andH are two graphs, then we shall say thatG containsH ifH is isomorphic

to a subgraph (not necessarily induced) of G; if H is isomorphic to an induced

subgraph of G, we say it is G contains an induced H. A class G of graphs is called

hereditary if, for every graph G ∈ G, all induced subgraphs of G belong to G.

We say that G is H-free if G contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to H.

Given a collection of graphs H, we say that G is H-free if G does not contain

any induced graph H ∈ H. A graph H is a forbidden induced subgraph for a class

G if every graph of G is H-free. Moreover if G is a hereditary class, H is said to

be a minimal forbidden induced subgraph for G if H does not belong to G, but all of

its proper induced subgraphs do.

Given two graphs G and H, such that V(G) ∩ V(H) = ∅, we shall define the join

of G and H as the graph G∨H having set V(G∨H) = V(G) ∪ V(H) and edge

set E(G∨H) = E(G) ∪ E(H) ∪ {vw : v ∈ V(G),w ∈ V(H)}.

A graph is bipartite if its vertex set can be partitioned in two stable sets X and Y.

If so, {X, Y} is a bipartition of the graph. Moreover if every vertex of X is adjacent

to every vertex of Y, the graph is called complete bipartite. The complement of a

bipartite graph is called a co-bipartite graph.

A matching of a graph G is a set of vertex-disjoint edges of G. IfM is a matching,

M is maximal if it is inclusion-wise maximal and maximum if it is of maximum

size. An induced matching is a matchingMwhere no two edges are joined by a

common edge. Equivalently a matchingM is induced if the subgraph induced

by its vertices has exactly M as its edge set. Induced matchings were first de-

fined by Cameron in [26], where she proves as well that the problem of finding

maximum induced matchings in bipartite graphs is NP-complete.

Some of the graphs that we will refer to in the thesis are depicted in Figure 2.1.
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0-pyramid 1-pyramid

2-pyramid 3-pyramid

odd holes C4

C9

V7viking

diamondgem

claw

Figure 2.1: Some special graphs.

For any definition not presented here, we refer the reader to the excellent book

by West [104].

2.2 Important Parameters

In this section we shall present the most important graph parameters that we

shall use in this work. They shall all take the form of an operator that applied to

a simple graph gives a positive integer.

Let us first consider four parameters that were already defined in Chapter 1 and

play a crucial role in the definition of perfect graphs. Given a simple graph G,

we shall define the independence number as the maximum size of a stable set in

G, and we shall denote it by α(G). Analogously we shall denote the maximum

number of vertices of a clique of G as ω(G). The chromatic number, χ(G), is

the minimum number of colors needed to color the vertices of G such that no

two adjacent vertices share the same color. Note that this is equivalent to the

minimum partition of V(G) into stable sets. Following the same relationship

between stable sets and cliques used in the previous two parameters, we shall
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define θ(G) as the minimum number of cliques needed to cover all of the

vertices of G. Note that θ(G) = χ(G) and ω(G) = α(G). Moreover, in every

valid coloring of G, a clique must have all of its vertices colored with different

colors, and clearly in a every cover of V(G) by cliques, every element of a stable

set must be covered by a different clique. These remarks imply the following

two inequalities:

ω(G) 6 χ(G), (2.1)

α(G) 6 θ(G). (2.2)

The problem of computing any of these four parameters is NP-complete for

general graphs [67].

The two most important parameters that appear in this thesis are the neighborhood-

independence number and the neighborhood-covering number . The idea of neighbor-

hood-covering was first introduced by Sampathkumar and Neeralagi [89] and

was studied in [27, 65, 70]. A neighborhood-covering set or simply neighborhood set

of a graph G is a subset of V(G) such that every edge and vertex of G is covered

by some vertex of the set. We say that a vertex v covers a vertex or edge if it

belongs to G[N[v]]. A neighborhood-independent set is a set of vertices and edges

such that no two of its elements are covered by a common vertex in G. The

neighborhood-covering number is defined as the minimum size of a neighborhood-

covering set, and is denoted by ρn(G). The neighborhood-independence number

is defined as the maximum size of a neighborhood-independent set, and is

denoted by αn(G). It is worth noting that this definitions are not exactly the

same as those used in [70, 27], where isolated vertices are not required to be

covered and neighborhood-independent sets contain only edges. However, it

is clear that the only difference between the two pairs of definitions is that our

definitions take into account the isolated vertices. Namely, each of the param-

eters αn(G) and ρn(G) as defined here arises from the homonymous operator

defined in [70] by adding up the number of isolated vertices of G. Thus, all

equalities and inequalities between αn(G) and ρn(G) proved for the variants
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not taking into account the isolated vertices still hold. As different elements of

a neighborhood-independent set must be covered by different vertices of any

neighborhodd-covering set, the following inequality must hold for every graph

G:

αn(G) 6 ρn(G). (2.3)

It is NP-complete to determine αn(G) and ρn(G) even for split graphs G with

certain degree constraints [27], but there are linear-time algorithms for finding

them when restricted to interval graphs [70] and, more generally, strongly

chordal graphs [23]. These problems have been generalized to a k-distance

version [65]

A clique-transversal of a graphG is a set T of vertices such that for every maximal

clique C of G, C ∩ T 6= ∅; that is, every maximal clique of G has at least one

vertex in T . Two maximal cliques are said to be independent if they share no

common vertex. The minimum size of a clique-transversal of G is called the

clique-transversal number, and is noted τc(G). The maximum number of pairwise

independent maximal cliques on G is called the clique-independence number

and is denoted by αc(G). Once again, it is clear by the definition of these

parameters that for every every two independent cliques we shall need two

different vertices in the clique-transversal. Thus the following inequality must

hold for every graph G:

αc(G) 6 τc(G). (2.4)

These two parameters have been studied in [102, 1, 44, 27, 56, 43]. It was proven

that determining αc(G) and τc(G) is NP-complete even for split graphs [27], as

well as for planar graphs, line graphs, cocomparability graphs and total graphs

[56]. There are linear-time algorithms for finding these parameters in strongly

chordal graphs (given a strong elimination order) [27], and polynomial-time

algorithms in the class of Helly circular-arc graphs [56]. These parameters have

been generalized in [28] as follows. Suppose that each maximal clique Ci is

associated with an integer ri, where 0 6 ri 6 |Ci|. A generalized clique-transversal

set is a set of vertices D such that for every Ci, |Ci ∩ D| > ri. The generalized
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clique-transversal number is the minimum size of generalized clique-transversal

set, whereas the generalized clique-independence number is the maximum of
∑
Ci∈P

ri,

among the collections P of pairwise disjoint maximal cliques of G.

The last pair of parameters we shall present is the domination number and the

k-independence number. The concept of domination arises naturally in many

location problems in operation research and has been extensively studied. We

have already defined dominating sets, as well as k-independent sets in the

previous section. The domination number γ(G) is the minimum size of a domi-

nating set of G, and the k-independence number αk(G) is the maximum size of a

k-independent set of G. It is easy to see that the following inequality holds for

every graph G:

α2(G) 6 γ(G). (2.5)

There have been many results regarding domination and independence prob-

lems (see [62, 29]). Determining γ(G) is NP-complete in general graphs [51] and

determining α2(G) is NP-complete even for split graphs [27].

Besides the inequalities (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5), the six previously defined param-

eters are related by the following two inequalities that hold for every graph

G:

γ(G) 6 ρn(G) 6 τc(G) and α2(G) 6 αn(G) 6 αc(G). (2.6)

The first inequality follows form the fact that every neighborhood-covering set

is a dominating set. The second inequality is a consequence of the fact that

every clique-transversal set is a neighborhood-covering set, because every edge

and vertex belongs to at least one maximal clique and thus is covered by at

least one vertex of any clique-transversal. The third inequality follows from

the fact that every 2-independent set is a neighborhood-independent set. The

last inequality follows from the fact that replacing each edge or vertex of a

neighborhood-independent set by a maximal clique containing it must result in

a clique-independent set.

Nevertheless it is worth noting that all the preceding inequalities can be all strict.
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An example of a graph where all inequalities are strict can be seen in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: A chordal graph where the inequalities of (2.6) are strict. This figure appears in [28].

ForG the graph in Figure 2.2, the following are the values of the aforementioned

parameters, with D∗ and S∗ the corresponding optimum sets, this example is

taken from [28].

γ(G) = 7, D∗ ={3, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 19}

ρn(G) = 8, D∗ ={3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17, 19}

τc(G) = 9, D∗ ={3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19}

α2(G) = 7, S∗ ={1, 2, 8, 11, 14, 20, 21}

αn(G) = 8, S∗ ={(1, 3), (2, 5), (6, 7), (9, 10), (12, 13), (15, 16), (17, 20),

(19, 21)}

αc(G) = 9, S∗ ={(1, 3), (2, 5), (4, 6, 7), (8, 9), (10, 11), (13, 14), (15, 16, 18),

(17, 20), (19, 21)}.

We will, as well, define the vertex-cover number as the size of the minimum vertex

cover set of G. We shall denote the vertex cover number of G by β(G). The

problem of computing this parameter was proven to be NP-complete for general

graphs [67].

Finally, it is worth mentioning that a generalization of the neighborhood-

covering number and the neighborhood-independence number was defined
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in [65]. A vertex z is said to k-neighborhood-cover an edge xy if dG(z, x) 6 k

and dG(z,y) 6 k, that is, z must k-dominate both points of the edge. A k-

neighborhood-covering set of a graph G is a set of vertices that k-neighborhood-

covers all edges of the graph. The k-neighborhood-covering number ρn(G,k) is the

minimum cardinality of a k-neighborhood-covering set1. An edge set I ⊆ E(G)

is a k-neighborhood-independent set if no pair of distinct edges are k-neighborhood-

covered by a same vertex of V(G). The k-neighborhood-independence number

αn(G,k) of a graphG is the maximum cardinality of a k-neighborhood-independent

set. Clearly for any graph G and any positive integer k, the following inequality

must hold:

αn(G,k) 6 ρn(G,k)

.

2.3 Some Special Graph Classes

In this section we shall present some important graph classes that will be used

later on. Some of these definitions have already been given in Chapter 1. In

Figure 2.3 we can see the relationships between most of the graph classes

considered in this section.

2.3.1 Perfect Graphs

In the 1960’s, Berge defined the class of perfect graphs by means of a min-max

type equality [4]. We have shown in inequality (2.1), that for any graph G, the

chromatic number is always at least the size of the maximum complete subgraph.

Berge defined χ-perfect graphs as those graphs G for which χ(G ′) = ω(G ′) for

all induced subgraphs G ′ of G. He defined as well α-perfect graphs as those

where inequality (2.2) holds with equality for all induced subgraphs; that is,

α(G ′) = θ(G ′) holds for all induced subgraphsG ′. Clearly a graph is χ-perfect if

1Note that this definition can be easily extended to include isolated vertices and hence leads to a
generalization of the neighborhood-independence and neighborhood-covering parameters used in
this thesis.
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Figure 2.3: Containment relations among neighborhood-perfect, hereditary-clique-helly, clique-
perfect, balanced and perfect graphs and their intersections. The shaded region corresponds to an
empty set.

and only if its complement is α-perfect. In his work Berge posed two conjectures

regarding the structures of these classes and their relationships.

The weaker of these conjectures is known now as the Perfect Graph Theorem,

and it states that the class of perfect graphs is closed under complementation

(or equivalently that the class of χ-perfect and α-perfect graphs coincide). This

conjecture was proven in 1972 by Lovasz [74]. Since then the term perfect graphs

is used to refer indistinctly to α- and χ-perfection.

The stronger conjecture due to Berge was later known as the Strong Perfect
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Graph Theorem, and it states that a graph is perfect if and only if it contains no

odd hole and no odd antihole. This fact was proved in 2005 by Chudnovsky et

al. [32]. In addition, an O(n9)-time algorithm was devised in [31] that decides

whether or not a given graph G having n vertices has an odd hole or an odd

antihole.

Perfect graphs have already been characterized by means of the integrality of

their fractional set packing polytopes. That is, Chvatal had proven in 1975 that

a graph is perfect if and only if its clique-matrix is perfect [33]. The fractional

set polytope of a {0, 1}-matrix A is P(A) = {x ∈ Rn : Ax 6 1, 0 6 x 6 1}, and A is

perfect when P(A) is integral (i.e., all its extreme points have integer coordinates).

2.3.2 Neighborhood-Perfect Graphs

The class of neighborhood-perfect graphs was defined by Lehel and Tuza en 1986

[70] by means of a min-max type equality very similar to that used in the defi-

nition of perfect graphs (hence its name). A graph G is neighborhood-perfect

when the inequality (2.3) turns into an equality for all induced subgraphs. That

is when αn(G
′) = ρn(G

′) for all induced subgraphs G ′ of G.

It was seen by Lehel and Tuza that odd holes and odd antiholes are not

neighborhood-perfect, and hence the Strong Perfect Graph Theorem implies

that all neighborhood-perfect graphs are also perfect.

The computational complexity of the problem of recognizing neighborhood-

perfect graphs is still unknown in general, but many partial results on this

direction have been given. These and other algorithmic properties of this class

are studied in Chapter 4. In Chapter 3, we give a summary of previous results

on structural characterizations of the class and prove new characterizations of

neighborhood-perfect graphs restricted to several other graph classes.

2.3.3 Clique-Perfect Graphs

Graphs for which the inequality (2.4) holds with equality for all induced sub-

graphs were defined by Guruswami and Pandu Rangan to be clique-perfect
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[56]. This is, a graph G is clique-perfect if αc(G
′) = τc(G

′), for all induced

subgraph G ′ of G. It is important to mention that clique-perfect graphs are not

all perfect (although they were conjectured to be when they were defined) since,

for example, the antiholes that have a number of vertices multiple of 3 are all

clique-perfect (Reed, 2001, see [43]). There are as well perfect graphs that are

not clique-perfect; a simple example of such a graph is 0-pyramid, which is

perfect but is not clique-perfect because τc(P) = 2 but αc(P) = 1. Although

neighborhood-perfect graphs and clique-perfect graphs are very much related

[56, 69] there are graphs that are neighborhood-perfect and not clique-perfect

and vice versa. For example the 3-pyramid is clearly not neighborhood-perfect

[69], but it is clique-perfect. An example of a graph that is neighborhood-perfect

but not clique-perfect can be found in Figure 2.3.

Unlike the class of perfect graphs, the complete characterization of clique-perfect

graphs by forbidden induced subgraphs is not known. The algorithmic com-

plexity of determining whether or not a graph is clique-perfect, for general

graphs, is not known either. Nevertheless partial results in both of these direc-

tions have been obtained. In [12, 13, 17, 20, 21], forbidden induced subgraph

characterizations of clique-perfectness restricted to two subclasses of claw-

free graphs, Helly circular-arc graphs, diamond-free graphs, two superclasses

of triangle-free graphs, P4-tidy graphs and complements of line graphs were

proved, leading to polynomial-time (or even linear-time) recognition algorithms

for clique-perfectness within the same graph classes.

2.3.4 Helly Property and Hereditary Clique-Helly Graphs

A family F of sets has the Helly property if every nonempty subfamily of F of

pairwise intersecting members has nonempty intersection. A graph is called

clique-Helly if the family of all its cliques has the Helly property. Clique-Helly

graphs have been considered in many papers [59, 45, 87, 9, 73], among others. A

hereditary clique-Helly graph is a graph such that each of its induced subgraphs is

clique-Helly. Prisner characterized hereditary clique-Helly graphs both by for-
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bidden submatrices of their clique-matrices and by minimal forbidden induced

subgraphs [86]. He proves that a graph is hereditary clique-Helly if and only

if it contains no induced 0-, 1-, 2-, or 3-pyramid (see Figure 2.1). In the same

work he gave a O(n2m)-time recognition algorithm for the class. Moreover

he proved that every clique of a hereditary clique-Helly graphs has an edge

that does not belong to any other edge; we shall call this edge a proper edge.

Clearly this implies that if G is hereditary clique-Helly, and m is the number

of edges of G, the number of maximal cliques cannot be greater than m plus

the number of isolated vertices. Thus, by means of an algorithm devised in

[96] that enumerates the cliques of a graph one after another in O(nm) time

per clique, he concluded that in O(m2n) time one can decide whether or not

a graph is hereditary clique-Helly and if affirmative, output a clique-matrix

of it. Prisner proved as well that if a graph G has the property that for every

induced subgraph G ′ of G, all cliques of G ′ have a proper edge, then Gmust be

hereditary clique-Helly. This together with the observation that all cliques of a

hereditary clique-Helly graph have a proper edge, gives a characterization of

the class.

It was proved in [69] that if a graph G is such that all its cliques have proper

edges, then αn(G) = αc(G) and ρn(G) = τc(G). This evidently implies that

in the class of hereditary clique-Helly graphs, the class of clique-perfect and

neighborhood-perfect graphs must coincide. Nevertheless there are graphs that

are hereditary clique-Helly and are not clique-perfect or neighborhood-perfect

[13] (see Figure 2.3). Moreover, clearly every odd cycle is hereditary clique-Helly,

but not perfect.

We shall denote the class of hereditary clique-Helly graphs by HCH from now

on.

2.3.5 Balanced Graphs

In 1969, Berge defined a {0, 1}-matrix to be balanced if it contains no edge-vertex

incidence matrix of any cycle of odd length as a submatrix. Balanced graphs
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were defined as those graphs whose clique-matrix is balanced. These graphs

were considered by Berge and Las Vergnas in 1970 [8] but the name ‘balanced

graphs’ appears explicitly for the fist time in [7]. It was proven in [8] that

balanced graphs are a subclass of perfect graphs. From this same work, it

follows that balanced graphs are as well a subclass of clique-perfect graphs.

Moreover, from [5] it follows that balanced graphs are hereditary clique-Helly

graphs. Thus by the observations made in Section 2.3.4, balanced graphs are also

neighborhood-perfect, for they are clique-perfect and hereditary clique-Helly.

Balanced graphs were characterized by a family of forbidden induced sub-

graphs known as extended odd suns [16]. Nevertheless this characterization is

not by minimal forbidden induced subgraphs, because some extended odd suns

contain other extended odd suns as induced subgraphs. In fact the problem

of characterizing balanced graphs by minimal forbidden induced subgraphs

is still open. Partial results in this direction can be found in [18, 19, 20], where

minimal forbidden induced subgraph characterization of balanced graphs re-

stricted to co-bipartite graphs, line graphs and their complements, some classes

of circular-arc graphs, paw-free graphs and P4-tidy graphs are given. The best

time complexity of a recognition algorithm for the whole class of balanced

graphs is O(m9 + n), which is achieved by computing a clique-matrix using the

algorithm in [96] and then relying on the algorithm in [105] to decide whether

or not such clique-matrix is balanced (details of the derivation can be found

in [18]). In fact, it was shown in [88] that there is a strong tie between the

time complexities of the problem of recognizing balanced graphs and that of

recognizing balanced matrices; namely, any recognition algorithm for balanced

graphs having time complexity O(np) with p < 9 would improve on the time

complexity for the recognition of balanced {0, 1}-matrices given in [105], which

is the best currently known. Linear-time recognition algorithms of balancedness

were found for graphs that are P4-tidy or paw-free [20] as well as for co-bipartite

graphs and for line graphs and their complements [18].
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2.3.6 Circular-arc Graphs and Helly Circular-arc Graphs

Given a finite family F of sets, the intersection graph of F is a graph having as

vertices the sets of F and where two vertices are adjacent if and only if their

corresponding sets intersect. A circular-arc graph is a the intersection graph of a

set of arcs on a circle. Such a set of arcs is called a circular-arc model of the graph.

This class of graphs was first studied by Tucker [97, 99, 100, 101]. Graphs of this

class can be recognized in linear time [78].

A Helly circular-arc graph is a circular-arc graph that admits a circular-arc model

having the Helly property [52]. In [72, 66] a linear-time recognition algorithm

for Helly circular-arc graphs is given, as well as a characterization by forbidden

induced subgraphs (called obstacles) of Helly circular-arc graphs within the

class of circular-arc graphs. In [13], a characterization by minimal forbidden

induced subgraphs and a polynomial-time recognition algorithm are given for

clique-perfect graphs within the class of Helly-circular arc graphs.

From now on we shall denote the class of Helly circular-arc graphs as HCA.

2.3.7 Modular Decomposition of a Graph and Superclasses of

Cographs

Let G be a graph. We shall say that a vertex v of G distinguishes between two

vertices x and y of G if it is adjacent to one of them and nonadjacent to the other.

A setM of vertices shall be called a module of G if there is no vertex of V(G) \M

that distinguishes any pair of vertices ofM, or equivalently every vertex of G

not in M is either adjacent to all vertices of M or to none of them. The empty

set, the singletons {v} for each v ∈ V(G) and V(G) are the trivial modules of G. A

graph is said to be prime if it has more than two vertices and it has only trivial

modules (for example, P4 is a prime graph.) A nonempty module is strong if,

for every other moduleM ′ of G, eitherM ′ ⊆M,M ⊆M ′ orM ∩M ′ = ∅. The

modular decomposition tree T(G) of a graph G is a rooted tree having one node for

each strong module of G and such that a node h representing a strong module
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M has as its children the nodes representing the maximal strong modules of

G properly contained inM. Clearly the root of the tree represents the module

V(G), and its leaves are the singletons {v}, for each v ∈ V(G).

For each node h of T(G), we note the module represented by h asM(h). Note

that by construction if we take every leaf of the tree and we associate it with

the only vertex of its module, the set of verticesM(h) corresponds to the set of

leaves that have h as an ancestor in T(G).

For each node h of T(G), we denote the induced subgraph G[M(h)] by G[h] and

call it the graph represented by h. Each node of T(G), that is not a leaf, is a parallel,

series or neighborhood node, abbreviated P-node, S-node and N-node, respectively.

If G[h] is disconnected, then h is a P-node; if G[h] is disconnected, then h is a

S-node; and, if both G[h] and G[h] are connected, then h is a N-node. Thus, if

h is an internal node of T(G) and h1, . . . ,hk are the children of h in T(G), then

one of the following conditions holds:

• If G[h] is disconnected, then h is a P-node and G[h1], . . . ,G[hk] are the

components of G[h].

• If G[h] is disconnected, then h is an S-node and G[h1], . . . ,G[hk] are the

anticomponents of G[h].

• IfG[h] andG[h] are both connected, then h is an N-node andM(h1, . . . ,M(hk)

are the maximal strong modules of G[h] properly contained inM(h).

In all of these cases, it holds that {M(h1), . . . ,M(hk)} is a disjoint partition of the

vertices inM(h) [50, 24]. An example of a modular decomposition tree together

with the graph it represents, can be seen in Figure 2.4.

Let h be a node of T(G) and let h1, . . . ,hk be its children. We shall denote as

π(h) the graph having vertex set {h1, . . . ,hk} and such that hi is adjacent to hj

if and only if there is some edge in G joining a vertex ofM(hi) and a vertex of

M(hj). SinceM(hi) andM(hj) are both modules of G[h], then clearly there is

an edge between them if and only if every vertex ofM(hi) is adjacent to every
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Figure 2.4: A graph with its modular decomposition tree

vertex of M(hj). Hence G[h] coincides with the graph that arises from π(h)

by successively substituting hi by G[hi], for each hi. It is easy to see that, if

h is an N-node, then π(h) is a prime graph. We shall denote by π(G) the set

{π(h) : h is an N-node of T(G)}. The following result shows that every induced

prime subgraph of a graph G is also an induced subgraph of a graph in π(G)

Theorem 2.1 ([46]). Let Z be a prime graph. A graph G is Z-free if and only if each

graph of π(G) is Z-free.

In the rest of this work we shall denote |V(G[h])| by n(h), for every h ∈ V(T(G)).

If h is an N-node, then we shall note |V(π(h))| by nπ(h). A fact that will be used

in later chapters is that since T(G) has n leaves and each internal node has at

least two children, T(G) must have less than 2n nodes. An important property

that will be used extensively in Chapter 4 is that the sum of nπ(h), for all the

N-nodes h of T(G), is at most 2n [2]

In this thesis we shall assume that each N-node h of the modular decomposition

tree T(G) is accompanied by a description of the prime graph π(h) by means of

an adjacency list. There are linear-time algorithms to compute the rooted tree

T(G) [40, 79, 41, 94]; moreover in [2] it is shown that the adjacency lists of each

π(h), for every N-node h, can be added also in linear time. For a survey on the

algorithmic aspects of modular decompositions, see [58].
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A cograph is a P4-free graph. In [91], Seinsche proved a property of cographs

that imply that they are perfect, namely that for any cograph G either G or G

is disconnected. This property clearly implies that a modular decomposition

tree T(G) of a cograph may only contain S-nodes and P-nodes. If G is a cograph,

T(G) is called a cotree. Using the fact that cotrees have no N-nodes, linear-time

recognition algorithms and simple polynomial and linear-time algorithms to

solve classical graph theory problems where given for cographs [35, 36, 37].

The classes of P4-tidy graphs and tree-cographs are superclasses of cographs, and

have well understood modular decomposition trees.

P4-tidy

The class of P4-tidy graphs extends many other generalizations of cographs, that

arise by limiting the number of induced P4’s that occur in a graph. For example,

it contains as a subclass the class of P4-sparse graphs, which consists of those

graphs G such that every set of five vertices induces at most one P4 in G [64].

A graph G is P4-tidy if for each 4-vertex set A that induces a P4 in G, there is at

most one vertex v such that G[A ∪ {v}] is a graph with two induced P4’s. There

is a structure theorem for P4-tidy graphs that extends Seinsche’s theorem in

cographs. To state this theorem, we shall first define two families of graphs

called starfishes and urchins.

A starfish is a graph whose vertex set can be partitioned in three disjoint sets, S,

C and R, where each of the following conditions holds:

• S = {s1, . . . , st} is a stable set and C = {c1, . . . , ct} is a clique, for t > 2.

• R is allowed to be empty. If it is not, then all vertices of R are adjacent to

all vertices of C and nonadjacent to all vertices of S.

• si is adjacent to cj if and only if i = j.

An urchin is a graph whose set can be partitioned intro three sets S, C and R

satisfying the first two conditions stated above, but instead of satisfying the

third one, it must satisfy that:
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• si is adjacent to cj if and only if i 6= j.

It is clear that an urchin is the complement of a starfish and vice versa. Given

G, a starfish or an urchin, and a partition (S,C,R), we shall call S the ends of G,

C the body of G and R the head of G. A fat urchin (resp. fat starfish) arises from

an urchin (resp. starfish), with partition (S,C,R), by substituting exactly one

vertex of S ∪ C by a K2 or a 2K1. In other words, by adding a true or false twin

to a vertex of S ∪ C.

Now that we have defined starfishes and urchins, we can state the structural

theorem of P4-tidy graph that we shall use in Chapters 3 and 4.

Theorem 2.2 ([53]). If G is a P4-tidy graph, then exactly one of the following state-

ments holds:

1. G or G is disconnected.

2. G is isomorphic to C5, P5, P5, a starfish, a fat starfish, an urchin, or a fat urchin.

The above theorem implies that if we take a P4-tidy graph G and an N-node h

of T(G), then π(h) is isomorphic to C5, P5, P5, a prime starfish or a prime urchin.

And clearly if π(h) is isomorphic to a C5, P5 or P5, then h has five children, each

representing a vertex ofG. If on the other hand π(h) is a prime starfish or urchin,

then each of the children of h in T(G) is a leaf, with the possible exception of

one child, hR, that represents the head of the urchin or starfish, and the other

possible exception of a child representing a 2K1 or K2 (if π(h) is a fat starfish or

fat urchin). It was shown in [53] that it can be decided in O(nπ(h)) time whether

or not π(h) is a starfish (or an urchin) and if so, find its partition.

The theorem stated above leads to linear-time recognition algorithms for the

class of P4-tidy graphs, as well as polynomial-time algorithms for many well

known optimization problems in the same graph class [53].

Tree-cographs

The class of tree-cographs is another generalization of the class of cographs. But,

instead of limiting the number of P4’s, this class introduces N-nodes to the
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modular decomposition tree, such that the corresponding module induces a

tree or complement of a tree in the graph.

Tree-cographs were defined in [95] recursively as follows:

• Every tree is a tree-cograph.

• If G is a tree-cograph, then G is a tree-cograph.

• The disjoint union of tree-cographs is a tree-cograph.

This definition is completely analogous to the recursive definition of cographs

(see [35]), but instead of using single vertices as the building blocks, the building

blocks for tree-cographs are all the trees. It is easy to see that if G is a tree-

cograph, then if h is an N-node of T(G), π(h) must be a tree or the complement

of a tree. Suppose we have a tree-cograph G, such that T(G) has an N-node h.

As clearly the class of tree-cographs is hereditary, G[h] must be a tree-cograph.

But as h is not an S-node or a P-node, G[h] must be a necessarily a co-connected

tree or a connected co-tree and hence the prime graph π(h) is a tree or a co-tree.

Recent research related to tree-cographs includes [14, 15, 22, 77, 82].

2.4 Complexity Theory and Approximation Algorithms

In this subsection we shall give some basic notions of complexity theory and

approximation algorithms that we shall need in Chapter 4.

One of the most important factors used to classify different computational

problems is the amount of resources required to solve them. These resources are

generally measured in the amount of operations needed to compute the answer

(time complexity) and the amount of space needed to perform these operations

(space complexity). The primary concern of computational complexity theory

is to determine these classifications. In particular, the most basic task is to

determine which problems can be efficiently solved and which cannot.

We shall say that an algorithm runs in polynomial time if there is a polynomial P

such that for each input I, the number of operations that the algorithm performs
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with this input is less than or equal to P(|I|), where |I| is the size of the input

I. A problem can be solved in polynomial time if there is an algorithm that

solves it and runs in polynomial time. A problem can be efficiently solved if

it can be solved in polynomial time. The complexity class P is the class of all

computational problems that can be solved in polynomial time.

While many problems are known to be in P, many others are neither known to

be in P, nor proven to be outside P. Many of such problems are known to be

in the class NP. The class of NP problems is the class of all problems whose

solutions can be verified in polynomial time. Several other equivalent definitions

exist, the one which motivates the name of the class states that a problem is NP

if there is a non-deterministic Turing machine that solves it in polynomial time.

Hence it is a Non-deterministic Polynomial problem. Clearly all problems in P

are in NP as well. One of the most fundamental open questions in complexity

theory is whether or not P = NP.

While the P vs. NP problem is still open, one may still classify computational

problems as those that are in P and those that are NP-hard. NP-hard problems

are, in a sense, those problems that are at least as hard to solve as any NP

problem. A problem Π is said to be NP-hard if every problem in NP can be

efficiently reduced to Π, where an efficient reduction usually means a polynomial-

time reduction [67, 34, 71]. Given two decision problem (with “yes”/“no”

outputs) Π1 and Π2, a polynomial-time reduction2 from Π1 to Π2 is a function F

that transforms inputs of Π1 into inputs of Π2, such that F can be computed in

polynomial time and satisfies that Π1(I1) is affirmative if and only if Π2(F(I1)) is

affirmative, where I1 is any input of Π1. Hence, it is easy to see that if we can

solveΠ2 in polynomial time and there is a polynomial-time reduction fromΠ1 to

Π2, that immediately implies that we can also solveΠ1 in polynomial time. Thus,

the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm to solve any NP-hard problem

would imply that P = NP. And consequently if it is proved that P 6= NP, then

no efficient algorithm would exist to solve NP-hard problems. This means that

unless one intends to prove NP = P, one should refrain from trying to come up
2Also called Karp-reduction. See [34] for the related notion of Cook-reductions.
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with an efficient algorithm to solve exactly an NP-hard problem. A subclass of

NP-hard problems are the NP-complete problems, which are those problems in

NP that are as well NP-hard.

Many important optimization problems, in which one looks for an optimum among

all plausible solutions, are known to be NP-hard (in the sense that their asso-

ciated decision problem is NP-hard). For example determining most of the

parameters presented in Section 2.2 is NP-hard for general graphs. A proof

that a optimization problem is NP-hard usually serves as an indicator that

one should relax the specifications of the problem if one wishes to find ‘good’

solutions. This idea leads to consider approximate solutions instead of exact ones,

that is solutions that are not optimal but that are within a small factor C > 1

from optimal. An approximation algorithm is said to be a C-approximation algo-

rithm if the solution that the algorithm finds is at most C times worse than the

optimal solution. In this case, C is called the approximation ratio. A large amount

of research has been dedicated to finding efficient (close to 1) approximation

algorithms for a variety of optimization problems.

The approximation complexity of a problem is the closest to 1 factor Copt for which

there can exist polynomial-time Copt-approximation algorithms. Classifying

approximation problems by their approximation complexity has been widely

investigated. Some NP-hard problems admit a polynomial-time approximation

scheme (PTAS), which means that they can be approximated, in polynomial

time, to wtihin any constant close to 1 (but not 1). The class of problems that

admit a C-approximation algorithm is called APX. This class was identified by

Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [85].

The approximation complexity of several approximation problems is still open,

namely for these problems the known upper and lower bounds for Copt do not

match. Clearly upper bounds for Copt are given by finding polynomial-time

approximation algorithms for the problem. On the other hand proving lower

bounds is usually a much more difficult task. Numerous combinatorial opti-

mization problems were shown NP-hard to approximate to within a factor even
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marginally lower than the best known efficient algorithm [76, 3, 60, 61]. In partic-

ular, the problem of Minimum Vertex Cover is perhaps the one that underscores

the limitations of known technique for proving hardness of approximation (see

[42]). Håstad proved in his celebrated paper [61] an inapproximability result

for Minimum Vertex Cover with constant 7
6 , and this result was later improved

to an inapproximability result with constant 1.3606 . . . by Dinur and Safra [42].

The approximation algorithm having the best approximation complexity for this

problem is a 2-approximation algorithm discovered independently by Gavril

and Yannakakis [84, 51]. This means that the Copt for this problem is in between

2 and 1.3606 . . . , although it is conjectured to be 2.

For more information on complexity theory we refer the reader to the classic

books of Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [84], and Garey and Johnson [51]. For

more information on approximation algorithms, we refer to the book by Vazi-

rani [103], that covers the basic techniques used in modern research on these

subjects.



Chapter 3

Partial Characterizations of

Neighborhood-Perfect Graphs

In this chapter we shall explore characterizations of neighborhood-perfect

graphs by forbidden induced subgraphs, restricted to certain classes of graphs.

In Section 3.1 we shall show results on this subject that have already been given.

In Section 3.2 we shall characterize minimaly non-neighborhood-perfect graphs

with disconnected complement, that is graphs that are not neighborhood-perfect

but are the join of two non-null neighborhood-perfect graphs. We shall also

state properties of αn(G) and ρn(G) when G is the join of two graphs; these

properties shall be used throughout the rest of the thesis. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4

we shall characterize neighborhood-perfect graphs restricted to the classes of

P4-tidy and tree-cographs. Finally in Section 3.5 we prove that the classes of

neighborhood-perfect and clique-perfect graphs coincide when restricted to

the class of hereditary clique-Helly graphs. Using this fact, we characterize

neighborhood-perfect graphs restricted to subclasses of hereditary clique-Helly

graphs and related classes.

31
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3.1 Known Characterizations

In this section we shall present known partial characterizations of neighborhood-

perfect graphs, so as to give a broader view of what has been done on this topic.

As was already stated in Chapter 1, in 1986 Lehel and Tuza defined neighborhood-

perfect graphs and in the same article gave a characterization for neighborhood-

perfect graphs restricted to the class of chordal graphs. Moreover they point out

a characterization restricted to triangle-free graphs.

Theorem 3.1 ([70]). Let G be a chordal graph, then it is neighborhood-perfect if and

only if it has no induced odd suns.

Corollary 3.2 ([70]). All interval graphs are neighborhood-perfect.

Theorem 3.3 ([70]). If G is a triangle-free graph, then it is neighborhood-perfect if and

only if it is bipartite.

Lehel and Tuza also define trivially neighborhood-perfect graphs as those graphs

satisfying that the neighborhood number is exactly 1 for all induced subgraphs.

Theorem 3.4 ([70]). The class of trivially neighborhood-perfect graphs is equivalent to

class of trivially perfect graphs.

In [57] the authors define the class of minimally non-neighborhood-perfect

graphs and characterize those that have αn = 1. They also give a characteri-

zation of neighborhood-perfect graphs restricted to the class of cographs and

prove that all line graphs of bipartite graphs are neighborhood-perfect.

A minimally non-neighborhood-perfect graph is a graph G satisfying that αn(G) <

ρn(G) and αn(G
′) = ρn(G

′) for all proper induced subgraph G ′.

Theorem 3.5 ([57]). IfG is minimally non-neighborhood-perfect and αn(G) = 1, then

G is a 0-pyramid or 3-pyramid.

Theorem 3.6 ([57]). A cograph is neighborhood-perfect if and only if it does not contain

a 3-pyramid as induced subgraph.
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Theorem 3.7 ([57]). The line graph of any bipartite multigraph is neighborhood-

perfect.

An extension of Theorem 3.7 characterizing exactly all graphs with neighborhood-

perfect line graph was given in [69].

0-pyramid G3 3-pyramid

Figure 3.1: Minimal forbidden induced subraphs for neighborhood-perfect line graphs.

Theorem 3.8 ([69]). Let G be the line graph of some graph. Then G is neighborhood-

perfect if and only if it contains no odd hole and none of the graphs in Figure 3.1 as an

induced subgraph.

To prove this characterization the author first proves that the line graph of any

balanced hypergraph is neighborhood-perfect; it is in the middle of this proof

that he implicitly states Theorem 3.27.

3.2 Minimally Non-Neighborhood-Perfect Graphs

with Disconnected Complement

In the following sections we shall give new results on characterizations of

neighborhood-perfect graphs restricted to graph classes that have been charac-

terized by their modular decomposition tree. In that respect we shall first state

some results on the neighborhood number and independence neighborhood

number of the join of two non-null graphs. And furthermore, we character-

ize those graphs that are not neighborhood-perfect but are the join of two

neighborhood-perfect graphs.
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Theorem 3.9. If G and H are graphs, then

ρn(G∨H) = min{γ(H) + 1,γ(G) + 1, ρn(H), ρn(G)}. (3.1)

Proof. It is immediate to see that

ρn(G∨H) 6 min{γ(H) + 1,γ(G) + 1, ρn(H), ρn(G)},

for we can easily find neighborhood sets of G∨H with all four amounts consid-

ered. Simply take a minimum dominating set of either G or H and any vertex in

the other graph or, instead, take a minimum neighborhood set in G or H.

Let us then prove that indeed the inequality above cannot hold strictly.

By contradiction let us say that we have a neighborhood set of S of G∨H, with

size strictly less than min{γ(H)+1,γ(G)+1, ρn(H), ρn(G)}. Hence, as S has fewer

vertices than ρn(G) and ρn(H), it must have at least one vertex in each G and

H. For if not, there would be uncovered edges in the subgraphs corresponding

to G or H in the join. Thus if we take SG = S ∩ V(G) and SH = S ∩ V(H), then

|SH| 6 |S|− 1 and |SG| 6 |S|− 1. But as we are assuming that |S|− 1 < γ(G) and

|S|− 1 < γ(H), we have that neither SG nor SH can be dominating sets of G and

H respectively. This means that there must be at least some v ∈ V(G) and some

w ∈ V(H) such that v /∈ NG[SG] and w /∈ NH[SH]. And then if we take the edge

(v,w) in G ∨ H, it cannot be covered by S, for there is no vertex in SH or SG

adjacent to both vertices and S = SG ∪ SH. Thus, S is not a neighborhood set of

the join, reaching the contradiction that proves the theorem.

The following fact is easy to prove but still useful.

Lemma 3.10. If G1, . . . ,Gk are graphs and k > 2, then

γ(G1 ∨ · · ·Gk) = min{2,γ(G1), . . . ,γ(Gk)}.

Proof. Let G = G1 ∨ · · · · · ·Gk. Clearly, γ(G) 6 min{2,γ(G1), . . . ,γ(Gk)} since
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any dominating set of any of the graphs G1, . . . ,Gk as well as any set {v1, v2}

where v1 ∈ V(G1) and v2 ∈ V(G2) are dominating sets of G1 ∨ · · ·Gk. Hence,

if the formula were false, then γ(G) < min{2,γ(G1), . . . ,γ(Gk)}, which means

that γ(G) = 1 and γ(G1), . . . ,γ(Gk) are greater than 1 all of them. Therefore,

G has a universal vertex but none of G1, . . . ,Gk has a universal vertex, which

contradiction the fact that G = G1 ∨ · · ·∨Gk.

We now give a formula of the neighborhood number for the join of more than

two graphs.

Corollary 3.11. If G1,G2, . . . ,Gk are graphs and k > 2, then

ρn(G1 ∨ · · ·∨Gk) = min{3,γ(G1) + 1, · · · ,γ(Gk) + 1, ρn(G1), · · · , ρn(Gk)}.

Proof. The formula is valid when k = 3 because Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 3.10

imply

ρn(G1 ∨G2 ∨G3) = min{γ(G1 ∨G2) + 1,γ(G3) + 1, ρn(G1 ∨G2), ρn(G3)}

= min{min{2,γ(G1),γ(G2)}+ 1,γ(G3) + 1,

min{γ(G1) + 1,γ(G2) + 1, ρn(G1), ρn(G2)}, ρn(G3)}

= min{3,γ(G1) + 1,γ(G2) + 1,γ(G3) + 1, ρn(G1), ρn(G2)}, ρn(G3)}

Moreover, if the formula is valid when k = t for some t > 3, then it is also valid

when k = t+ 1 since Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 3.10 imply

ρn(G1 ∨ · · ·∨Gt+1) = min{γ(G1 ∨ · · ·∨Gt) + 1,γ(Gt+1) + 1,

ρn(G1 ∨ · · ·∨Gt), ρn(Gt+1)}

= min{min{2,γ(G1), · · · ,γ(Gt)}+ 1,γ(Gt+1) + 1,

min{3,γ(G1) + 1, · · · ,γ(Gt), ρn(G1), · · · , ρn(Gt)},

ρn(Gt+1)}

= min{3,γ(G1) + 1, · · · ,γ(Gt+1) + 1, ρn(G1), . . . , ρn(Gt+1)}.
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By induction, the formula is valid for every k > 3.

Theorem 3.12. If G and H are graphs, then

αn(G∨H) = min{α2(G),α2(H)}. (3.2)

Proof. Let us first note that if a neighborhood-independent set of G∨H has size

larger than 1, then it must have no edges belonging to E(G) or E(H). For in

the join all edges between vertices of G are in the closed neighborhood of any

vertex of H and likewise between the edges of H and the vertices of G. Similarly

it cannot have any vertices, for every vertex in G is in the closed neighborhood

of every vertex of H.

Now, let us prove that αn(G∨H) > min{α2(G),α2(H)}, by finding a neighbor-

hood-independent set of G∨H of that size. Without loss of generality, suppose

α2(G) 6 α2(H). Let IG be an 2-independent set of G and IH be one of H, both

of size α2(G). Clearly as both IH and IG are independent sets in H and G, then

they are also independent sets in G ∨ H and so IH ∪ IG induces a complete

bipartite subgraph of G∨H. LetM be a perfect matching between IG and IH in

G∨H. Clearly |M| = |IG| = |IH| = α2(G). We will proceed to show thatM is a

neighborhood-independent set.

Suppose to the contrary that there are two edges inM, e1 and e2, such that there

exists a vertex u of V(G∨H) satisfying e1, e2 ⊆ N[u]. Let us write e1 = v1w1 and

e2 = v2w2, with v1, v2 ∈ IG and w1,w2 ∈ IH. As u is a vertex of the join then u

must belong to V(G) or V(H). If u ∈ V(G), then v1uv2 is a path of length 2 from

v1 to v2, in G. If u ∈ V(H), then w1uw2 is a path of length 2 in H that connects

w1 andw2. In both cases we reach a contradiction, because both IG and IH were

2-independent sets. Therefore,Mmust be a neighborhood-independent set of

size α2(G) and the inequality αn(G∨H) > min{α2(G),α2(H)} must hold.

Now, if αn(G ∨ H) = 1, then by the previous inequality we have the equality

we were looking for. Let us then suppose that αn(G ∨ H) > 1, which by the

first observation of this proof implies that any neighborhood-independent set
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of the join must be a matching between vertices of G and H. Let M be any

neighborhood-independent set of size αn(G∨H). We define YH and YG as the

sets of vertices ofH and G respectively such that YH = {w ∈ V(H) : ∃e ∈M,w ∈

e} and YG = {v ∈ V(G) : ∃e ∈M, v ∈ e}. Clearly |YH| = |YG|, for every edge inM

has one vertex in G and one in H. We shall see now that both are 2-independent

sets.

Suppose again by contradiction that there are two vertices in YG, v1 and v2, such

that dG(v1, v2) 6 2. This implies that there must exist a vertex u ∈ V(G) such

that v1, v2 ∈ NG[u] which clearly also means that v1, v2 ∈ NG∨H[u]. If we now

take w1 and w2 in YH such that viwi ∈M for each i ∈ {1, 2}, then clearly v1w1

and v2w2 cannot be neighborhood-independent edges, because if u ∈ V(G),

then bothw1,w2 ∈ NG∨H[u]. This contradicts the fact thatM is a neighborhood-

independent set. The contradiction proves that YG must be a 2-independent

set of G. By the same reasoning YH must be a 2-independent set of H. Hence

as |YG| 6 α2(G) and |YH| 6 α2(H), then |M| = |YH| = |YG| 6 min{α2(G),α2(H)}

and therefore αn(G∨H) 6 min{α2(G),α2(H)}, proving the reverse inequality

and the theorem.

We state the following immediate consequence for future reference.

Corollary 3.13. If G1, . . . ,Gk are graphs and k > 3, then

αn(G1 ∨ · · ·∨Gk) = 1.

Proof. Since every two vertices of G1 ∨ · · ·∨Gk−1 are at distance at most two,

α2(G1 ∨ · · ·Gk−1) = 1. Hence, Theorem 3.12 implies that αn(G1 ∨ · · ·∨Gk) =

min{α2(G1 ∨ · · ·∨Gk−1),α2(Gk)} = 1.

As we have already stated, minimally non-neighborhood-perfect graphs were

defined in [57]. Here we shall characterize the minimum non-neighborhood-

perfect graphs that have a disconnected complement (that is, that they are

formed by the join of two non-null graphs).
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For that purpose we shall first define a subclass of neighborhood-perfect graphs,

the strongly neighborhood-perfect graphs.

Definition 3.14. We shall say that a graph G, is strongly neighborhood-perfect if

α2(G
′) = ρn(G

′) for every induced subgraph G ′ of G.

Definition 3.15. We shall say that a graphG, is minimally non-strongly neighbor-

hood-perfect when α2(G) < ρn(G), but α2(G
′) = ρn(G

′) for every proper induced

subgraph G ′, of G. That is, it is not strongly neighborhood-perfect, but all its proper

induced subgraphs are.

Observation 3.16. Clearly all strongly neighborhood-perfect graphs are neighbor-

hood-perfect. It follows from the string of inequalities: α2(G) 6 γ(G) 6

αn(G) 6 ρn(G), that holds for every graph G, and the equality demanded

by the definition of strongly neighborhood-perfect graphs. Moreover it is also

true that if G is neighborhood-perfect, then it is strongly neighborhood-perfect

if and only if α2(G
′) = αn(G

′) for every induced subgraph G ′.

We shall see which graphs satisfy that α2(G
′) = αn(G

′) for every induced

subgraph G ′. But before giving this characterization we shall prove a useful

general property of chordal Pk-free graphs.

Lemma 3.17. Any k-walkW in a Pk-free chordal graph must have at least two vertices

that are 2 steps from each other inW and either are adjacent or the same vertex.

Proof. Let G be a Pk-free chordal graph and W be a k-walk in G. Since G is

Pk-free, then W cannot be an induced path. This means that there must exist an

integer p such that p > 2 and there are at least two vertices of W which are p

steps from each other and are either adjacent in G or the same vertex in G. We

choose p as small as possible. If we show that p = 2, then the assertion of the

lemma follows.

Let us suppose by contradiction that p is greater that 2. But if we take the two

vertices inW that are p steps from each other and consider the sub-walk ofW
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joining them (of length p). As the minimality of p implies that the vertices that

are at fewer than p steps from each other in W are different and nonadjacent,

this sub-walk must induce Cp or Cp+1 in G, depending on whether the two

vertices are the same or adjacent. But as the graph was chordal and p was

greater than 2, this results in a contradiction, proving the lemma.

Lemma 3.18. A graph G satisfies α2(G
′) = αn(G

′) for every induced subgraph G ′ if

and only if G is P6-free chordal.

Proof. If G is a graph, let S ⊆ V(G) ∪ E(G) be a neighborhood-independent set

of size αn(G) and of minimum number of edges. We shall show that S must

contain only vertices and therefore be a 2-stable set of G, proving the lemma

(for α2(G) 6 αn(G) is clearly true for all graphs).

Assume to the contrary that there is an edge e = xy ∈ S. As e cannot be replaced

by x in S, maintaining the neighborhood-independence (for S had minimum

number of edges), then there must exist an s ∈ S (an edge or vertex), such that

N[x] ∩N[s] 6= ∅. But as e, s ∈ S, then N[x] ∩N[y] ∩N[s] = ∅, which means that

there is a vertex x ′ ∈ N[x] ∩N[s] such that x ′ /∈ N[y]. Moreover x ∈ N[x] ∩N[y],

which implies that x /∈ N[s], meaning that there must be a vertex x ′′, such that

x ′′ /∈ N[x] and either x ′′ ∈ s if s is an edge or x ′′ = s if s is a vertex. But as x ′′ ∈ s

(or x ′′ = s), and x ′ ∈ N[s], then x ′′ ∈ N[x ′] and x ′′ /∈ N[x]. By a symmetry

argument, there must be vertices y ′ and y ′′, such that y ′ ∈ N[y] − N[x] and

y ′′ ∈ N[y ′]−N[y]. But then x ′′ x ′ x y y ′ y ′′ form a 6-walk where no two vertices

that are two steps from each other are adjacent or the same. This together with

Lemma 3.17, results in a contradiction, proving that no edge can belong to S

and therefore Smust be a 2-independent set of size αn(G).

Using the previous characterization, we shall state the following corollary, fully

characterizing strongly neighborhood-perfect graphs by forbidden induced

subgraphs.

Corollary 3.19. If G is a graph, the following statements are equivalent:
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1. G is strongly neighborhood-perfect

2. G is neighborhood-perfect ∩ {C4,C6,P6}-free

3. G is odd-sun-free ∩ P6-free chordal

Proof. Clearly, by Observation 3.16, G is strongly neighborhood-perfect if and

only if G is neighborhood-perfect and α2(G
′) = αn(G

′) for every induced sub-

graph G ′, which, by Lemma 3.18, holds if and only if G is neighborhood-perfect

and P6-free chordal. But, as all odd holes are forbidden induced subgraphs of

neighborhood-perfect graphs [70], then G is neighborhood-perfect and P6-free

chordal if and only if it is neighborhood-perfect and {C4,C6,P6}-free, proving

(1) if and only if (2). Moreover, by [70] a chordal graph is neighborhood-perfect

if and only if it is odd-sun-free, clearly implying (2) if and only if (3).

We shall now prove the main result of this section, a characterization of min-

imally non-neighborhood-perfect graphs with disconnected complement (ie.,

formed by the join of two non-null subgraphs).

Theorem 3.20. The only minimally non-neighborhood-perfect graphs with discon-

nected complement are C4 ∨ 2K1, C6 ∨ 3K1 and P6 ∨ 3K1.

Proof. Clearly a graph with disconnected complement can be thought of as

the join of two non-null graphs. Let us consider we have a minimally non-

neighborhood-perfect graph G∨H. By minimality G and Hmust be neighbor-

hood-perfect, but asG∨H is minimally non-neighborhood-perfect, ρn(G∨H) 6=

αn(G∨H) which, by Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.12, implies that G or Hmust

satisfy α2 6= ρn (because α2(W) < γ(W) + 1 is true for all graphsW).

We shall note that if a graph is neighborhood-perfect but does not satisfyα2 = ρn,

then it is neighborhood-perfect but not strongly neighborhood-perfect, which,

by (1) if and only if (2) in Corollary 3.19, means that the graph must contain a

C4, C6 or P6 as induced subgraph.

Let us then suppose that both G and H do not satisfy αn = ρn. This means

that both must contain a C4, C6 or P6 as induced subgraph. If one of them
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contains an induced C4, then G ∨ H must have C4 ∨ 2K1 = 3K2 as a proper

induced subgraph, contradicting the minimality of G∨H. On the other hand

if none contain an induced C4, then they must contain an induced C6 or P6,

meaning that both must have at least an independent set of size 3. Hence G∨H

must contain a P6 ∨ 3K1 or C6 ∨ 3K1 as a proper induced subgraph, but by

Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.12, both have ρn = 3 6= 2 = αn, meaning that they

are not neighborhood-perfect. In both cases we have found a contradiction,

therefore it cannot occur that both G and H do not satisfy αn = ρn.

We need only to consider the case where one of the graphs does not satisfy

α2 = ρn. Let us say that G has an induced subgraph G ′, isomorphic to C4, C6

or P6. Now, if only G does not satisfy α2(G) = ρn(G), then α2(G) < ρn(G) and

α2(H) = ρn(H). Hence α2(G) < α2(H) 6 α(H), because if not G∨Hwould be

neighborhood-perfect. Thus we can take H ′ = (α2(G
′) + 1)K1 as an induced

subgraph of H, for α2(G
′) 6 α2(G) < α(H). Then once again G ′ ∨H ′ must be a

3K2, C6 ∨ 3K1 or P6 ∨ 3K1. But now as G ′∨H ′ is an induced subgraph of G∨H,

by minimality G∨H = G ′ ∨H ′, proving the theorem.

3.3 P4-tidy and P4-sparse Graphs

In this section we shall characterize the neighborhood-perfect graphs, restricted

to the class of P4-tidy graphs and as a corollary we shall deduce the characteri-

zation restricted to the class of P4-sparse graphs. For this we will strongly rely

on the characterization of minimally non-neighborhood-perfect graphs with

disconnected complement shown in the previous section.

Let us then begin by stating the values of αn(G) and ρn(G) for a connected and

co-connected P4-tidy graph.

Theorem 3.21. If G is a nontrivial connected and co-connected P4-tidy graph, then

one of the following statements holds:

1. G is isomorphic to C5, ρn(G) = 3 and αn(G) = 2.

2. G is isomorphic to P5 or P5 and αn(G) = ρn(G) = 2.
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3. G is a starfish with t ends or a fat starfish arising from one, and

αn(G) = ρn(G) = t.

4. G is an urchin or a fat urchin with at least 3 ends, and

ρn(G) = 2, αn(G) = 1.

Proof. Since G is P4-tidy, connected and co-connected, it follows by Theorem 2.2

that G is isomorphic to C5, P5, P5, a starfish, a fat starfish, an urchin or a fat

urchin. The values of ρn and αn for C5, P5 and P5 can be easily checked by

simple inspection.

We shall then consider first the case where G is a starfish with partition (S,C,R),

such that |S| = t, or a fat starfish arising from the substitution of a vertex c of C

by a K2, or by the substitution of a vertex s from S by a K2 or 2K1. In all cases

there is a neighborhood set of size t formed by taking t vertices from C. If G

is a starfish without substitution of a vertex of C then we take all C, if on the

other hand it is a starfish where a vertex c of C has been substituted by a K2 or

2K1, we take only one of the vertices by which c has been substituted. If G is

a fat starfish arising by substituting a vertex c of C by a 2K1, then C− {c} ∪ {s},

where s was the only neighbor of c in S, is a neighborhood set of size t of G.

Thus ρn(G) 6 t. Now in all previous cases, if we take t edges that connect S to

C, we get a neighborhood-independent set of size t. In the cases where a vertex

has been substituted by a K2 or 2K1, we choose only one of the two edges from

S to C involved and all the other edges from S to C. In the case of a starfish

that is not fat, we take all edges from S to C. Thus we have found in all cases

a neighborhood-independent set of size t, implying that αn(G) > t. And as

αn(G) 6 ρn(G), we have that αn(G) = ρn(G) = t.

Let us now note that an urchin (or fat urchin) of less than 3 ends is also a starfish

(or fat starfish). Therefore if we assume without loss of generality that G is not a

starfish, the only possibility remaining is that G is an urchin with at leas 3 ends.

If G is an urchin or fat urchin with partition (S,C,R), and |S| = t > 3, we shall

see that αn(G) = 1 and ρn(G) = 2. As there is no universal vertex in G, then
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ρn(G) > 2. Moreover, if we take two vertices of C, taking care of not taking any

vertex from the substituting K2 or 2K1 in case G is a fat urchin, we clearly obtain

a neighborhood set. Hence clearly ρn(G) = 2. Now let us see that indeed we

cannot have a neighborhood-independent set of size 2. This becomes clear if

we observe that in all cases, if G is an urchin or a fat urchin, all vertices and

edges are in at least the neighborhood of t− 1 vertices of C. That is, except for

the vertices in S (or, eventually, of the K2 or 2K1 substituting a vertex of S), all

the rest of the vertices are adjacent to all vertices in C, and these are adjacent

to t − 1 vertices of C. Moreover all edges between vertices of R ∪ C are in the

neighborhood of t vertices of C, and all edges between vertices of S and C are

in the neighborhood of t − 1 vertices of C. Thus, if we take any two edges or

vertices of G, as t > 3, then there must at least be one vertex of C that includes

them both in its neighborhood. Therefore, αn(G) = 1.

Theorem 3.22. If G is a P4-tidy graph, then it is neighborhood-perfect if and only if it

is {3-pyramid, 0-pyramid,C5}-free.

Proof. If G is neighborhood-perfect, then it cannot contain as induced subgraph

a 3-pyramid, 0-pyramid or C5 because none of these graphs are neighborhood-

perfect and the class of neighborhood-perfect graphs is hereditary. We must

then only prove that ifG does not contain those graphs then it must be neighbor-

hood-perfect.

Suppose that G is a P4-tidy graph which is not neighborhood-perfect. Then

it must contain a minimally non-neighborhood-perfect graph as induced sub-

graph; let H be such subgraph. The minimality of H implies that it must be

connected. If H is disconnected, then H is a minimally non-neighborhood-

perfect graph with disconnected complement, which by Theorem 3.20 means

that it must be C4 ∨ 2K1 = 3-pyramid , C6 ∨ 3K1 or P6 ∨ 3K1. But as the class of

P4-tidy graphs is hereditary, Hmust be P4-tidy, which implies that it cannot be

C6 ∨ 3K1 or P6 ∨ 3K1. This is because both graphs contain four vertices with

at least two companion vertices, namely any consecutive four vertices of the
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C6 or the center vertices of the P6, and therefore are not P4-tidy. Hence if H is

disconnected, then H can only be 3-pyramid.

Let us suppose now that both H and H are connected. As H is minimally non-

neighborhood-perfect, then αn(H) must be different from ρn(H). Which means,

by Theorem 3.21, that H must be a C5 or an urchin or fat urchin with at least

3 ends. Lastly, if H is an urchin or fat urchin with at least 3 ends, then it must

have αn(H) = 1 and ρn(H) = 2. But by Theorem 3.5, the only minimally non-

neighborhood-perfect graphs with αn(H) = 1 are the 3-pyramid and 0-pyramid

and the only one of these that is an urchin is the 0-pyramid.Therefore, as H is

connected and co-connected, it must be a C5 or a 0-pyramid.

We conclude that H must be isomorphic to 3-pyramid, C5 or 0-pyramid and

since, by construction, H is an induced subgraph of G, this proves the theorem.

Corollary 3.23. Let G be a P4-sparse graph, then it is neighborhood-perfect if and only

if it is {3-pyramid, 0-pyramid}-free.

Proof. As the class of P4-sparse graphs is subclass of the class of P4-tidy graphs,

this characterization is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.22 and the fact that the

only forbidden induced subgraph of the class of neighborhood-perfect graphs

restricted to P4-tidy graphs that is not P4-sparse is C5.

3.4 Tree-cographs

In this section we shall develop a characterization by forbidden induced sub-

graphs of those tree-cographs that are neighborhood-perfect. Tree-cographs

were defined in Chapter 2. We shall work with the modular decomposition

of a tree-cograph and strongly rely on the characterization of minimally non-

neighborhood-perfect graphs with disconnected complement, given in Theo-

rem 3.20.
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Theorem 3.24. If G is a connected and co-connected tree-cograph, then one of the

following statements holds:

1. G is a tree and ρn(G) = αn(G) = ν(G) = τ(G),

2. G is a connected co-tree and ρn(G) = 2.

Proof. By the definition of tree-cographs, if G is connected and co-connected,

then Gmust be a tree with connected complement or a connected co-tree.

If G is a tree then it is bipartite. It was already noted in [70, 89] that for any

bipartite graph G, αn(G) = ν(G) and ρn(G) = τ(G), which by the König-

Egerváry theorem implies that αn(G) = ν(G) = τ(G) = ρn(G).

If G is a connected co-tree, then G has at least one leaf; that leaf and its only

neighbor in G clearly form a neighborhood set of G of size 2. Moreover as G has

connected complement, there cannot be a neighborhood set of size 1, for this

would imply the existence of a universal vertex in G and an isolated vertex in G.

Hence ρn(G) = 2, proving the theorem.

Corollary 3.25. There are no connected and co-connected tree-cographs that are mini-

mally non-neighborhood-perfect.

Proof. If a graph G is connected and co-connected, then, by Theorem 3.24, G

is a tree or a co-tree. Moreover a tree cannot be non-neighborhood-perfect.

If G is a co-tree, then ρn(G) = 2, which means that if G is minimally non-

neighborhood-perfect, then αn(G) must be 1. But by Theorem 3.5, the only

minimally non-neighborhood-perfect graphs with αn(G) = 1 are the 0-pyramid

and the 3-pyramid, none of which are co-trees. Hence if G is a minimally

non-neighborhood-perfect graph, G cannot be a connected and co-connected

tree-cograph.

Theorem 3.26. If G is a tree-cograph, then G is neighborhood-perfect if and only if G

is {3-pyramid,P6 ∨ 3K1}-free.
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Proof. It is clear that if G is neighborhood-perfect, it cannot have 3-pyramid or

P6 ∨ 3K1 as induced subgraphs, for they are both minimally non-neighborhood-

perfect graphs. We shall now prove that if it does not have those graphs as

subgraphs, then it is neighborhood-perfect.

Suppose that G is not neighborhood-perfect. Hence Gmust contain an induced

subgraph H that is minimally non-neighborhood-perfect. Clearly by minimality,

H cannot be disconnected. If H has disconnected complement, then it is a

minimally non-neighborhood-perfect graph with disconnected complement,

and by Theorem 3.20, it must be C4∨2K1 = 3-pyramid, C6∨3K1 or P6∨3K1. But

C6 ∨ 3K1 is not a tree-cograph, because it is clearly neither a tree, nor a co-tree,

nor the disjoint union of two tree-cographs nor the join of two tree-cographs.

Thus if H has disconnected complement, it must be 3-pyramid or P6 ∨ 3K1.

On the other hand if H has a connected complement, then it will be a connected

and co-connected tree-cograph. However by Corollary 3.25, if H is minimally

non-neighborhood-perfect, then it cannot be a connected and co-connected

tree-cograph. Hence H can only be 3-pyramid or P6 ∨ 3K1, and as H was by

construction an induced subgraph of G, this proves the theorem.

3.5 Subclasses of Hereditary Clique-Helly Graphs

and Related Graph Classes: Relation with Clique-

Perfectness

As was already stated in Chapter 1 it was shown in [69] that in the class of

hereditary clique-Helly graphs, the parameters involved in the definitions

of clique-perfectness coincide with those in the definition of neighborhood-

perfectness. This clearly means that if a graph is hereditary clique-Helly, then it

is clique-perfect if and only if it is neighborhood-perfect. This fact together with

partial characterizations of clique-perfect graphs allows us to obtain several

partial characterizations of neighborhood-perfect graphs.
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For the sake of clarity, we shall first explicitly write the proof of the equivalence

of both classes in the context of hereditary clique-Helly graphs.

Theorem 3.27 ([69]). If G is a hereditary clique-Helly graph, then αn(G
′) = αc(G

′)

and ρn(G
′) = τc(G

′) for every induced subgraph G ′ of G.

Proof. As proved by Prisner in [86], a graph is hereditary clique-Helly if and

only if it is hereditary maximal clique irreducible,which means that every induced

subgraph satisfies that every maximal clique has a proper edge, an edge that is

not contained in any other maximal clique. The class of hereditary clique-Helly

graphs is obviously hereditary, which means that it is sufficient to prove the

equalities for G.

If T = {v1, . . . , vs} is a clique transversal of G, then as every edge belongs to

at least one maximal clique, T must also be a neighborhood set, implying

τc(G) > ρn(G). Note that this last inequality holds for any graph G. Now let

N = {w1 . . .wk} be a neighborhood set of G. If e is a proper edge of a maximal

clique C, then there must be at least one vertex wi such that e ∈ N[wi], but then

wi ∈ C. As every maximal clique of G has at least one proper edge, then N

must be a clique transversal of G. Therefore τc(G) 6 ρn(G), and τc(G) = ρn(G)

follows.

Let S be a neighborhood-independent set, where S = {s1, . . . , st} and sj ∈ V(G)∪

E(G) for each j ∈ {1 . . . t}. Now for every sj we take Cj to be the maximal clique

in G that includes sj. Clearly, by definition of neighborhood-independence,

{C1, . . . ,Ct} is a clique-independent set. Thus αc(G) > αn(G). Note that this

inequality hods for every graph G. On the other hand let {C1, . . . ,Ct} is a set

of pairwise independent maximal cliques of G. If we take a proper edge or

each maximal clique, we will clearly obtain a neighborhood-independent set of

edges. Therefore αc(G) 6 αn(G), and αc(G) = αn(G) follows.

Now that we have written the proof, we shall proceed to use this result to prove

several partial characterizations of neighborhood-perfect graphs.
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3.5.1 Helly Circular-arc Graphs

In this subsection we will provide a characterization by forbidden induced sub-

graphs of neighborhood-perfect graphs restricted to the class of Helly circular-

arc graphs. To do this we shall show the minimal forbidden subgraphs that

characterize clique-perfectness of graphs in HCH and see that these graphs are

also non-neighborhood-perfect.

viking2-vikingTkSkodd holesC70-pyramid

Figure 3.2: Minimal forbidden induced subraphs for the classes of clique-perfect and neighborhood-
perfect graphs restricted to the class of HCA graphs. Dotted lines represent any induced path of
odd lenght at least 1.

All of the following definitions and the theorem characterizing clique-perfectness

of HCA graphs can be found in [13].

A viking is a graphG such thatV(G) = {a1, . . . ,a2k+1,b1,b2}, k > 2, a1 . . .a2k+1a1

is an odd cycle with only one chord a2a4; b1 is adjacent to a2 and a3; b2 is adja-

cent to a3 and a4, and there are no other edges in G.

A 2-viking is a graph G such that V(G) = {a1, . . . ,a2k+1,b1,b2,b3}, k > 2,

a1 . . .a2k+1a1 is an odd cycle with only two chords a2a4 and a3a5; b1 is adjacent

to a2 and a3; b2 is adjacent to a3 and a4; b3 is adjacent to a4 and a5, and there

are no other edges in G.

Define the graph Sk, k > 2, as follows: V(Sk) = {a1, . . . ,a2k+1,b1,b2,b3},

a1 . . .a2k+1a1 is an odd cycle with only one chord a3a5; b1 is adjacent to a1

and a2; b2 is adjacent to a4 and a5; b3 is adjacent to a1, a2, a3 and a4, and there

are no other edges in Sk.

Define the graph Tk, k > 2, as follows: V(Sk) = {a1, . . . ,a2k+1,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5},

a1 . . .a2k+1a1 is an odd cycle with only two chords, a2a4 and a3a5; b1 is adjacent

to a1 and a2; b2 is adjacent to a1,a2 and a3; b3 is adjacent to a1,a2,a3,a4,b2 and
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b4; b4 is adjacent to a3,a4 and a5; b5 is adjacent to a4 and a5, and there are no

other edges in Tk.

Then the following theorem holds:

Theorem 3.28 ([13]). Let G be a HCA graph. Then G is clique-perfect if and only if

it does not contain a 0-pyramid, an antihole of length seven, an odd hole, a viking, a

2-viking or one of the graphs Sk or Tk.

Lemma 3.29 ([13]). If G is an HCA graph that has an HCA representation with no

two arcs covering the circle, then G is HCH.

Finally, we shall state the characterization of the class of HCH graphs by forbid-

den induced subgraphs, due to Prisner, that was mentioned in Section 2.3.4.

Theorem 3.30 ([86]). If G is a graph, G is hereditary clique-Helly if and only if it does

not contain as an induced subgraph 0-pyramid, 1-pyramid, 2-pyramid, or 3-pyramid.

Theorem 3.31. If G is a Helly circular-arc graph, then G is neighborhood-perfect if

and only if G is clique-perfect.

Proof. It suffices to prove the following equivalence for each HCA graph H: H

is minimally non-neighborhood-perfect if and only if H is minimally clique-

imperfect. By Theorem 3.27, the equivalence holds whenever H is HCH. Since,

by virtue of Theorem 3.28 and Theorem 3.30, the only non-HCH HCA mini-

mally clique-imperfect graph is the 0-pyramid, which is also minimally non-

neighborhood-perfect, it only remains to show that the only minimally non-

HCH HCA minimally non-neighborhood-perfect graph is the 0-pyramid.

Let H be a non-HCH HCA minimally non-neighborhood-perfect graph. By

Lemma 3.29 all HCA representations of H must have two arcs covering the

circle. This clearly implies that ρn(H) 6 2, because if we take in any HCA

representation any vertices that represent two arcs that cover the whole circle,

we have a neighborhood-covering set of size 2. This means that αn(H) 6 2. If

αn(H) = 2, then αn(H) = ρn(H) and the theorem holds. Let us suppose then that
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αn(H) = 1. But by Theorem 3.5 the only minimally non-neighborhood-perfect

graphs with αn(H) = 1 are the 0-pyramid and 3-pyramid, and as was seen in

[72] the 3-pyramid is not HCA. Hence H is the 0-pyramid, which completes the

proof of the theorem.

3.5.2 Gem-Free Circular-arc Graphs

In this subsection we shall prove a characterization of neighborhood-perfect

graphs restricted to the class of gem-free circular-arc graphs. Circular-arc graphs

were defined in Chapter 2 and the gem graph can be seen in Figure 2.1. There

is a characterization of clique-perfect graphs restricted to the class of gem-free

circular-arc graphs, in [19].

Theorem 3.32 ([19]). If G is gem-free circular-arc, then G is clique-perfect if and only

if it has no odd holes.

Corollary 3.33. If G is a gem-free circular-arc graph, then G is neighborhood-perfect

if and only if G has neither odd holes nor 3-pyramid as induced subgraphs.

Proof. The “only if” part of the statement is clear because odd holes and the

3-pyramid are both non-neighborhood-perfect. For the converse, we assume G

is a circular-arc graph and has none of these as induced subgraphs, and prove

that it is neighborhood-perfect. Since G is gem-free and 3-pyramid-free, it must

be HCH, because the 0-pyramid, 1-pyramid and 2-pyramid all have an induced

gem. Thus, by Theorem 3.32 it is clique-perfect, but this means that it must also

be neighborhood-perfect, by Theorem 3.27.

3.5.3 Subclasses of HCH Graphs

We shall now give two characterizations of neighborhood-perfect graphs re-

stricted to two subclasses of HCH. Both are based in previously proven charac-

terizations in clique-perfect graphs and are therefore immediate consequences

of those characterizations and Theorem 3.27.
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Let G be a graph and C be a cycle of G not necessarily induced. An edge of C

is non-proper (or improper) if it forms a triangle with some vertex of C. If C has

no improper edges, we will say that C is a proper cycle. Let us then define an

r-generalized sun r > 3 as a graph Gwhose vertex set can be partitioned in two

sets: a cycle C of r vertices, with all its non-proper edges {ej}j∈J (where J can be

empty) and a stable set U = {uj}j∈J, such that for each j ∈ J, uj is only adjacent

to the endpoint of ej. An r-generalized sun is said to be odd if r is odd.

Diamond-Free Graphs

Theorem 3.34. [10, 13] If G is a diamond-free graph, then it is clique-perfect if and

only if no induced subgraph of G is an odd generalized sun or, equivalently, G has no

proper odd cycles.

Corollary 3.35. If G is a diamond-free graph, then it is neighborhood-perfect if and

only if no induced subgraph of G is an odd generalized sun or, equivalently, G has no

proper odd cycles.

Proof. The statement is a direct result of Theorem 3.34 and the fact that diamond-

free graphs are HCH by Theorem 3.30.

HCH Claw-Free Graphs

Theorem 3.36 ([12]). If G is a hereditary clique-Helly and claw-free graph, then it is

clique-perfect if and only if no induced subgraph of G is an odd hole or an antihole of

length 7.

Corollary 3.37. If G is hereditary clique-Helly and claw-free, then it is neighborhood-

perfect if and only if no induced subgraph of G is and odd hole or an antihole of length

7.

3.5.4 Some Relations with Balanced Graphs

Balanced graphs were described in Chapter 1 as graphs with balanced clique-

matrix. We state in this chapter some relations between the class of balanced
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graphs and neighborhood-perfect graphs. We begin by a theorem already

mentioned in Chapter 1.

Theorem 3.38 ([8, 69]). All balanced graphs are neighborhood-perfect.

Proof. As was already stated in [20], it follows from Proposition 7 in [5] that

balanced graphs are HCH. Moreover, by [8] every balanced graphG has τc(G) =

αc(G), and as it is a hereditary class, this means it is clique-perfect. Therefore by

Theorem 3.27, Gmust be neighborhood-perfect.

We will now show two classes of graphs restricted to which neighborhood-

perfect graphs coincide with balanced graphs, namely chordal graphs and paw-

free graphs. The equivalence among statements 1, 3 and 4 for chordal graphs G

was implicitly proved in [70]. In addition, the equivalence of statements 2 and 3

was implicitly stated in [10], the proof given here is due to Bonomo [11].

Theorem 3.39 ([11, 10, 70]). If G is a chordal graph, then the following assertions are

equivalent:

1. G is neighborhood-perfect.

2. G is clique-perfect.

3. G is balanced.

4. G is odd-sun-free.

Proof. One of the main results of [70] is the equivalence between statements (1)

and (3) for every chordal graph G. Moreover, in [70], the authors prove that if

G is chordal, then it is a neighborhood-perfect graph, if and only if its clique-

tree (K,E) is a balanced hypergraph. Note that, following their terminology, a

clique-tree is defined as a hypergraph having as vertices the maximal cliques of

G and as hyperedges the set of cliques that share a common vertex of G. Clearly

if we take the incidence matrix of (K,E) and transpose it, we obtain the clique

matrix of G, which is balanced if and only if (K,E) is. Thus if G is chordal, then

it is neighborhood-perfect if and only if it is balanced. Hence, statements (1),

(3) and (4) are equivalent.
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The chain of inclusions balanced ⊆ clique-perfect ⊆ odd-sun-free, holds always,

because we have already seen that odd-suns are not clique-perfect, and that

balanced graphs are all clique-perfect. Hence, (3)⇒ (2)⇒ (4). Since statements

(3) and (4) are equivalent, this completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 3.40. If G is a paw-free graph, then the following assertions are equivalent:

1. G is neighborhood-perfect.

2. G is balanced.

3. G is perfect and HCH.

4. G has no odd holes and contains no induced 3-pyramid.

5. Each component of G is either bipartite or is the join of a complete bipartite graph

and a complete graph.

Proof. The equivalence of (2), (3), (4) and (5) was already proven in Theorem

3.3 of [20]. We shall then prove only the equivalence between (1) and (2). If G is

balanced, then it is clearly neighborhood-perfect (Theorem 3.38). Conversely, if

G is neighborhood-perfect then it cannot contain an odd hole nor an induced

3-pyramid, and, as a consequence of the equivalence of (4) and (2), Gmust be

balanced. We have then proved the equivalence between (1) and (2), which

completes the proof of the theorem.
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Chapter 4

Algorithmic and Complexity

Results on

Neighborhood-Perfect Graphs

In this chapter we will work with three types of problems. The first one is the

problem of finding αn(G) and ρn(G) for a graph G. The next one is the problem

of finding sets of vertices and edges that form a minimum neighborhood set

and a maximum neighborhood-independent set. And finally we shall study

the problem of recognizing neighborhood-perfect graphs. All three of these

problems shall be examined in different graph classes. The first and second one

were already mentioned and studied for several graph classes.

We shall begin this chapter by mentioning in Section 4.1 previously studied

results on these problems. In Section 4.2 we shall present linear-time algorithms

for the recognition problem when the input graph is restricted to be a P4-tidy

graph or a tree-cograph, as well as several polynomial-time algorithms that

arise from characterizations seen in Chapter 3. In Section 4.3 we shall give two

linear-time algorithms for the second problem mentioned (and therefore for the
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first one as well), when the input graph is a P4-tidy or a tree-cograph. Finally in

Section 4.4 we shall prove that the problems of determining αn(G) and ρn(G)

are NP-complete even if G is the complement of a bipartite graph.

4.1 Known Results

The problem of finding αn(G) and ρn(G) has been studied for graphs G in the

classes of neighborhood-perfect chordal graphs and strongly chordal graphs, as

well as in the class of cographs.

Theorem 4.1 ([70]). There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given any neighborhood-

perfect chordal graph G, determines αn(G) and ρn(G).

Theorem 4.2 ([27]). There is a linear-time algorithm that, given a strongly chordal

graph G with a strong elimination order, can compute αn(G) and ρn(G).

Theorem 4.3 ([57]). There is a linear-time algorithm that, given a cograph G, finds

αn(G) and ρn(G).

On the problem of determining the optimal sets, that is a minimum neighborhood

set and a maximum neighborhood-independent set, we have found explicit

results in interval graphs only. However the algorithm described in Theorem 4.3

can be easily modified to obtain said optimal sets in linear time for cographs.

Theorem 4.4 ([70]). There is a linear-time algorithm, that given an interval graph G,

determines a maximum neighborhood-independent set and a minimum neighborhood

set of G.

The time complexity of the problems of determining αn and ρn have been

studied in split graphs, planar graphs and line graphs.

Theorem 4.5 ([27]). The problems of determining αn(G) and ρn(G) with G a split

graph are NP-complete.

Theorem 4.6 ([56]). The problems of determining αn(G) and ρn(G) with G a planar

graph such that ∆(G) = 3 are NP-complete.
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Theorem 4.7 ([56]). The problems of determining αn(G) and ρn(G) with G a line

graph such that ∆(G) = 3 are NP-complete.

Additionally a generalization of αn(G) and ρn(G) was defined in [65], of which

we have already spoken briefly in Section 2.2. In this paper results on αn(G,k)

and ρn(G,k) where given forG restricted to chordal graphs and strongly chordal

graphs.

Theorem 4.8 ([65]). The problems of determining αn(G,k) and ρn(G,k) for any fixed

k are NP-complete even if G is a chordal graph.

Theorem 4.9 ([65]). There is a linear-time algorithm, that given a strongly chordal

graph G, determines αn(G,k) and ρn(G,k) for any fixed k, provided that a strong

elimination order of G is given as input.

A refinement of this result was given in [23], where a linear-time algorithm to

find these parameters was presented if the input graph is restricted to the class

of doubly chordal graphs without 0-pyramid (a superclass of strongly chordal

graphs). Note that this algorithm does not require the strong elimination order

to be given as an input, and that the best known algorithms for finding such

orders have time complexity O(n2) [93] or O(m log(n)) [83].

Theorem 4.10 ([23]). There is a linear-time algorithm, that given a doubly chordal

graph G, that does not have a 0-pyramid as an induced subgraph, determines αn(G,k)

and ρn(G,k) for any fixed k.

4.2 Recognition Algorithms

In this section we address the problem of recognizing neighborhood-perfect

graphs and give several polynomial-time algorithms to solve it, restricted to

certain graph classes. Our main results shall be that recognition problem is

linear-time solvable when restricted to P4-tidy graphs and tree-cographs.
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4.2.1 P4-tidy Graphs

Let us first remember that, as was said in Section 2.3.7, it follows from Theo-

rem 2.2 that if h is an N-node of the modular decomposition tree of a P4-tidy

graph G, then π(h) must be isomorphic to C5, P5, P5, a prime starfish or a prime

urchin. Moreover in O(nπ(h)) time it can be decided whether or not π(h) is a

starfish (resp. urchin) and, if affirmative, its partition can be found within the

same time bound.

We shall present a linear-time algorithm that decides whether any given P4-

tidy graph is neighborhood-perfect or not. For this purpose, the algorithm

performs a simple traversal of the modular decomposition tree of the input

graph, which, we shall show, makes the algorithm terminate in O(n) time

provided the modular decomposition tree is given as an input. The algorithm

will strongly rely on the characterization by forbidden induced subgraphs

proven in Theorem 3.22.

In order to simplify the recognition algorithm, we shall first define a boolean

function C : V(T(G)) −→ {True, False}, where T(G) is the modular decompo-

sition tree of G, and, for each node h of T(G), C(h) = True if and only if G[h]

contains an induced C4. We shall prove that, given as input the modular de-

composition tree T(G) of any P4-tidy graph G, Algorithm 1 can be implemented

so as to compute C(h) for each node h of T(G) in O(n) overall time. Once we

have proved so, we shall use Algorithm 1 as a subroutine in Algorithm 2, which

recognizes those neighborhood-perfect graphs in the class of P4-tidy graphs.
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Algorithm 1: Computes C(h) for every node of T(G), withG P4-tidy graph

Input: A P4-tidy graph G and its modular decomposition tree T(G)

Output: The modular decomposition tree T(G) with the value C(h)

attached to each node h of it, where C(h) = True if and only if

G[h] contains an induced C4

1 Step 1:

2 Traverse the nodes of T(G) in post-order, and in each node h do:

3 if h is a leaf then C(h) := False

4 else if (C(h ′) is True for any child h ′ of h) or

5 (h is a P-node having at least two nonleaf children) or

6 (π(h) is P5) or

7 (π(h) is a starfish or an urchin and any vertex of its body represents 2K1)

then

8 C(h) := True

9 else C(h) := False

10 Step 2:

11 Output C(h) for every node h of T(G)
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Algorithm 2: Recognition of neighborhood-perfectness of P4-tidy
Input: A P4-tidy graph G

Output: Determines whether or not G is a neighborhood-perfect graph

Initialization: Build the modular decomposition tree T(G) of G and compute

C(h) for every node h of T(G) using Algorithm 1

1 Step 1:

2 Traverse every node h of T(G) in any order and do:

3 if h is an N-node then

4 if π(h) is a C5 or an urchin with at least 3 ends then

5 output “G is not neighborhood-perfect” and stop

6 else if π(h) is a fat starfish such that a vertex of its body represents 2K1 and

C(hr) is True where hr is the only vertex of its head then

7 if C(hr) is True for hr the child representing the head of π(h) then output

“G is not neighborhood-perfect” and stop

8 else if h is an S-node then

9 if h has at least three nonleaf children then

10 output “G is not neighborhood-perfect” and stop

11 else if h has exactly two nonleaf children h1 and h2 and at least one of C(h1)

and C(h2) is True then

12 output “G is not neighborhood-perfect” and stop

13 Step 2:

14 output “G is neighborhood-perfect”

Below, we prove that these two algorithms are indeed correct and run in linear

time.

Theorem 4.11. Algorithm 1 correctly computes C(h) for every node h of any given

modular decomposition tree T(G) in O(n) time, whenever G is a P4-tidy graph.

Proof. Clearly the algorithm sets C(h) correctly for each leaf h of T(G). Let

h be any nonleaf node of T(G) and suppose, without loss of generality, that

the algorithm correctly sets C(h ′) for each of the nodes h ′ visited before h. It
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is then easy to check that if the algorithm sets C(h) to True, G[h] contains an

induced C4. Conversely, suppose that G[h] contains an induced C4 and we

shall prove that the algorithm correctly sets C(h) to True. Thus, if any vertex

h ′ of π(h) represents a graph containing an induced C4, then C(h ′) is set to

True and consequently also C(h) is set to True. Hence, we assume without

loss of generality, that every vertex of π(h) represents a C4-free graph. Since

G[h] contains an induced C4, Theorem 2.1 implies that π(h) is P5, an edgeless

graph, a complete graph, a starfish or an urchin. If π(h) contains an induced

C4, necessarily π(h) is isomorphic to P5 and the algorithm correctly sets C(h)

to True. Thus, we assume without loss of generality, that π(h) is C4-free. In

particular,G[h] is not P5. If there is a nonsimplicial vertex h ′ of π(h) representing

a non-complete graph, then G[h] is a starfish or an urchin and h ′ is a vertex of

the body representing a non-complete graph; if so, Theorem 2.2 implies that h ′

represents 2K1 and the algorithm correctly sets C(h) to True. Hence, we assume

without loss of generality, that every nonsimplicial vertex of π(h) represents

a complete graph. We conclude that each induced C4 of G[h] arises from two

adjacent simplicial vertices h1 and h2 of π(h), each of which represents a non-

complete graph. Necessarily, h is a P-node and h1 and h2 are nonleaves. Also in

this case the algorithm correctly sets C(h) to True. This completes the proof of

the correctness of the algorithm.

As for the complexity of the algorithm, it is clear that each node is seen only

once, and that every node is traversed after all of its children. Hence, as T(G)

has at most 2n nodes, the algorithm can easily be implemented to check for

every node h if C(h ′) is True for some child h ′ or if h is a P-node with at least

two nonleaf children, all in O(n) time. Moreover, π(h) is P5, an urchin or starfish

only if h is an N-node. In O(nπ(h)) time it can be checked if any N-node of a

P4-tidy graph is P5, C5, P5 or an urchin or starfish and in these cases find their

partitions. Thus, it can be verified for all nodes h if π(h) is P5 or if it is a starfish

or urchin with a vertex of its body representing a 2K1, in O(
∑

h N-node nπ(h))

time. As was already stated in Chapter 2, the sum of nπ(h) for all N-nodes is at
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most 2n. Therefore the whole algorithm can be implemented in O(n) time.

Theorem 4.12. Algorithm 2 correctly determines if a P4-tidy graph G is neighborhood-

perfect, in linear time. Moreover, it works in O(n) time if the modular decomposition

tree of G is given as part of the input.

Proof. In order to prove that Algorithm 2 correctly decides neighborhood-

perfectness of any given P4-tidy graph, we shall prove that it outputs that the

graph is neighborhood-perfect if and only if it is {C5, 0-pyramid, 3-pyramid}-free.

This together with Theorem 3.22 will imply the correctness of the algorithm.

Suppose that Algorithm 2 outputs that G is not neighborhood-perfect. Hence

the algorithm stopped in Step 1. If it stopped in line 5, then clearly G contains

an induced C5 or 0-pyramid. stopped in line 7 or line 10, then h is an S-node

and consequently each of its nonleaf children represents a non-complete graph.

On the one hand, if the algorithm stopped in line 7, then any set consisting of a

pair of nonadjacent vertices of each of the three nonleaf children of h induces

2K1 ∨ 2K1 ∨ 2K1 = 3-pyramid in G. On the other hand, if the algorithm stopped

in line 10, then the vertices of an induced C4 of the graph represented by h1

or h2 together with a pair of nonadjacent vertices of the graph represented by

the other one induce C4 ∨ 2K1 = 3-pyramid in G as well. We conclude that if

the algorithm outputs that G is not neighborhood-perfect, then G contains an

induced C5, 0-pyramid or 3-pyramid.

Let us now prove that, conversely, if G contains any of the three forbidden

induced subgraphs, then the algorithm outputs that G is not neighborhood-

perfect.

Suppose first that G contains an induced C5 or an induced 0-pyramid. By

Theorem 2.1, there is some N-node h of T(G) such that π(h) contains an induced

C5 or 0-pyramid. By Theorem 2.2, π(h) is C5 or an urchin with at least three

ends and the algorithms outputs that G is not neighborhood-perfect in Line 5.

Finally, let us consider the case when G contains an induced 3-pyramid. Let h

be a node of T(G) such that G[h] contains an induced 3-pyramid but none of
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the graphs represented by its children does. Clearly h cannot be a P-node, so it

must be an N-node or S-node. If h is an N-node and G[h] contains an induced

3-pyramid, then π(h) must be an urchin or a starfish. However, if π(h) were

an urchin, it would contain a 0-pyramid. Hence, without loss of generality, let

us suppose that it is not an urchin. Suppose π(h) is a starfish with partition

(S,C,R) with the nodes of S and C being leafs of T(G) and R consisting on a

single node hr. By hypothesis, clearly the 3-pyramid cannot be entirely in hr,

C, or S. Since every vertex of a graph represented by a node in S has degree at

most 2 in G[h], no vertices of graphs represented by nodes in S can be vertices

of any induced 3-pyramid of G[h]. Now, as each vertex of a graph represented

by a vertex of C are adjacent to every vertex of the graph represented by hr, and

3-pyramid has no universal vertex, then each induced 3-pyramid must have at

least two nonadjacent vertices belonging to graphs represented by a vertex of C.

But this is only possible if G[h] is a fat urchin where some node of C represents

2K1. If this is the case, then an induced 3-pyramid can only be formed if there

is an induced C4 in the graph represented by hr. To conclude if h is an S-node,

since 3-pyramid = C4 ∨ 2K1 = 2K1 ∨ 2K1 ∨ 2K1, the only two possibilities for

G[h] to have an induced 3-pyramid while none of its children have it, are that

there are more than three children representing non-complete graphs or two

children, one containing a C4 and the other one representing a non-complete

graph. In all cases the algorithm outputs that G is not neighborhood-perfect,

which completes the proof of the correctness of the algorithm.

The time complexity of the algorithm can easily be seen to be O(n +m) and

O(n) if the decomposition tree is given. It was already mentioned in Chapter 2

that the modular decomposition tree of P4-tidy graphs can be found in linear

time and within the same time bound a partition of the N-nodes that correspond

to urchins or starfish can be given. It was already proven in Theorem 4.11 that

Algorithm 1 runs in O(n) time. In Step 1 we traverse every node h of T(G), and

all the operations corresponding to each node h can be carried out in O(nπ(h))

time once that C(h) has been determined. Hence, as the sum of nπ(h) over all
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nodes h is at most 2n, the algorithm runs in O(n +m) time and even in O(n)

time if the modular decomposition tree T(G) is already given in the input.

4.2.2 Tree-cographs

In this subsection we shall present an algorithm, similar to the one proposed

in Section 4.2.1, to decide neighborhood-perfectness of tree-cographs in linear

time.

As was already pointed out in Chapter 2, the N-nodes of the modular decompo-

sitions of tree-cographs represent only trees and complement of trees. Moreover

neighborhood-perfect tree-cographs were characterized in Theorem 3.26 as tree-

cographs having no 3-pyramid or P6 ∨ 3K1 as induced subgraphs. We shall

use this characterization and the modular decomposition of tree-cographs to

achieve a linear-time recognition algorithm.

We shall first define two functions defined on the nodes h of the modular

decomposition tree T(G) of a graph G. Let P : V(T(G)) −→ {True, False}, such

that P(h) = True if and only if G[h] has an induced P6. And let α : V(T(G)) −→

N, such that α(h) = α(G[h]).

Algorithm 3 computes both P(h) and α(h) for all nodes in a modular decom-

position tree T(G) of a tree-cograph. It computes as well C(h) as was defined

in Section 4.2.1, all in O(n) time, given the modular decomposition tree. It uses

the fact that computing α(T) can be done in O(|V(T)| time), for any tree T [90].
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Algorithm 3: Computes α(h), P(h) and C(h) for every node h of T(G),

with G a tree-cograph
Input: A P4-tidy graph G and its modular decomposition tree T(G)

Output: C(h), P(h) and α(h) for every node h of T(G)

1 Step 1:

2 Traverse the nodes of T(G) in post-order, and in each node h do:

3 if h is a leaf then C(h) := P(h) := False and α(H) := 1

4 else if h is a P-node with children h1, . . . ,hk then

5 C(h) :=
∨k
i=1 C(hi), P(h) :=

∨k
i=1 P(hi), α(h) :=

∑k
i=1 α(hi)

6 else if h is a S-node with children h1, . . . ,hk then

7 α(h) := max{α(hi) : 1 6 i 6 k}, P(h) :=
∨k
i=1 P(hi),

8 if h has at least two nonleaf children then C(h) := True

9 else C(h) :=
∨k
i=1 C(hi)

10 else if π(h) is a tree with children h1, . . . ,hk then

11 compute α(G[h]) in linear time and assign it to α(h) C(h) := False

12 if the longest path in π(h) is of length at least 6 then P(h) := True

13 else P(h) := False

14 else if π(h) is a co-tree with children h1, . . . ,hk then

15 α(h) := 2, P(h) := False

16 if π(h) has an induced matching of size at least 2 then

17 C(h) := True

18 else C(h) := False

19 Step 2:

20 Output C(h), P(h) and α(h) for every node h of T(G)

Algorithm 4 is a linear-time algorithm, that uses Algorithm 3, to determine

whether any given tree-cograph is neighborhood-perfect.
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Algorithm 4: Recognition of neighborhood-perfectness of tree-cograph
Input: A tree-cograph G

Output: Determines whether G is a neighborhood-perfect graph

Initialization: Build the modular decomposition tree T(G) of G and compute

C(h), P(h), and α(h) for every node h of T(G) using Algorithm 3

1 Step 1:

2 Traverse every node h of T(G) in any order and do:

3 if h is an S-node then

4 if h has at least three nonleaf children then

5 output “G is not neighborhood-perfect” and stop

6 else if h has exactly two nonleaf childen h1 and h2 then

7 if C(h1) or C(h2) is True then

8 output “G is not neighborhood-perfect” and stop

9 else if P(h1) is True and α(h2) > 3 or vice versa then

10 output “G is not neighborhood-perfect” and stop

11 if h is an N-node, with π(h) a co-tree then

12 if G[h] contains an induced matching of size at least 3 then

13 output “G is not neighborhood-perfect” and stop

14 Step 2:

15 output “G is neighborhood-perfect”

We shall proceed to prove that both Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 are both cor-

rect and run in the previously stated time bounds.

Theorem 4.13. Algorithm 3 correctly computes C(h), P(h) and α(h) for every node

h of a given modular decomposition tree T(G) in O(n +m) time, whenever G is a

tree-cograph.

Proof. The nodes of T(G) are traversed in post-order, meaning that when the

algorithm computes the functions C, P, and α for h, all the children of h have

already been processed. It is clear that if h is a leaf, the functions are correctly

computed. Let us prove then that for each node h that is not a leaf, the functions
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are correctly computed, assuming they were correctly computed for the children

of h.

If h is a P-node, then clearly the maximum independent set of G[h] is the union

of the maximum independent sets of each connected component, moreover it

contains an induced P6 or C4 if and only if one of the connected components

has one.

If h is an S-node, then clearly the maximum independent set of G[h] is an

independent set of one of the graphs represented by its children. It is as well

clear that as P6 has a connected complement, it must be contained in one of the

connected components ofG[h], which are the graphs represented by the children

of h. As for the C4, since it can be formed by the join of two 2K1, it can be and

induced subgraph of G[h] if and only if it is and induced subgraph of the graph

represented by some of the children of h or if there are two nonleaf children

of G (because the join of one non-edge from each of the graphs represented by

them form an induced C4). Thus the only case that remains to be considered is

when h is an N-node.

If h is an N-node, with π(h) a tree, then, as G[h] is a tree, it cannot contain an

induced C4, and it contains an induced P6 if and only if there are two vertices

at distance 5 or more. If h is an N-node and π(h) is a co-tree with connected

complement, then α(G[h]) = 2 because it cannot be greater than 2 (π(h) would

contain a C3) and if it were 1, then π(h) would be complete and therefore have a

disconnected complement. SimilarlyG[h] cannot contain an induced P6, because

it has three independent vertices that would form a C3 in the complement of

π(h). Finally as C4 = 2K2, π(h) = G[h] contains an induced C4 if and only if

π(h) contains an induced matching of size 2.

To prove that the algorithm runs in O(n +m) time, we shall see that for ev-

ery node of T(G), it performs O(nπ(h)) operations, except for the N-nodes h

with π(h) isomorphic to a co-tree, in which the number of operations is in

O(nπ(h) +mπ(h)). As mentioned in Chapter 2 the sum of nπ(h) over all nodes

of T(G) is at most 2n, since all edges in π(h), for h an N-node are in one-to-one
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correspondence with edges of G, and two graphs represented by two differ-

ent N-nodes are vertex-disjoint, the sum ofmπ(h) for all N-nodes with π(h) a

co-tree must be at mostm.

It is clear that if h is a leaf, a P-node, or an S-node, then the number of operations

is proportional to nπ(h). If h is an N-node with π(h) isomorphic to a tree, then

using any of the algorithms in [80, 81, 90] a maximum cardinality independent

set can be found in O(nπ(h)) time. And using the algorithm, suggested by

Dijkstra in the sixties and formally proved in [25], to find a maximum path

in trees it can be easily tested if the longest path in π(h) has size greater or

equal to 6 in O(nπ(h)) time. The last case to consider is the if h is an N-node,

with π(h) isomorphic to a co-tree. Because π(h) has O((nπ(h)2) edges, then in

O(mπ(h)) time it can be complemented. Once complemented, in O(nπ(h) time

the size of the greatest induced matching can be determined using any of the

algorithms in [48, 106, 55]. This fact together with the observations made in the

last paragraph imply that the whole algorithm can be implemented to run in

O(n+m) time.

Theorem 4.14. Algorithm 4 correctly determines whether any given tree-cograph G is

neighborhood-perfect, in O(n+m) time.

Proof. To prove the correctness of this algorithm, we shall apply the same rea-

soning as in the proof of Theorem 4.12, but using the subgraph characterization

of neighborhood-perfect graphs among tree-cographs proved in Theorem 3.26.

We will then prove that the algorithm outputs that the graph G is neighborhood-

perfect if and only if G is {(P6 ∨ 3K1), 3-pyramid}-free.

Let see first that if the algorithm outputs that the graph is not neighborhood-

perfect, then it must contain one of the forbidden induced subgraphs. It must

stop in Step 1. If it stops in line 5, then clearly G[h] must contain an induced

3-pyramid = 2K1 ∨ 2K1 ∨ 2K1, if it stops in line 8 then it must contain an

induced C4 ∨ 2K1 = 3-pyramid. Moreover if it stops in line 10, then one of the

two children of h contains an induced P6 and the other one has an independent
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set of size at least 3, implying that G[h] contains an induced P6 ∨ 3K1. Lastly if

it stops in line 13, then G[h] is a co-tree that includes a 3K2 = 3-pyramid.

To conclude the if and only if proof, suppose now that G contains one of the

two forbidden induced subgraphs, and let us see that the algorithm must then

output that G is not neighborhood-perfect. Clearly if G contains one of the

forbidden induced subgraphs, then there must be a node h of T(G) such that

G[h] contains the induced subgraph, but none of its children does. Clearly h

cannot be a P-node. Moreover, h cannot be an N-node with π(h) isomorphic to

a tree, because both forbidden graphs have cycles. Thus hmust be a S-node or

an N-node with π(h) isomorphic to a co-tree. If h is a S-node and G[h] contains

an induced 3-pyramid, then, as was shown in the proof of Theorem 4.12, either

h has three nonleaf children or has exactly two nonleaf children one of which

contains an induced C4. On the other hand if h is an S-node but G[h] contains

an induced P6 ∨ 3K1, then as both P6 and 3K1 are not the join of any other graph,

there must be two children of h, one representing a graph containing an induced

P6 and the other one a graph having an independent set of size at least 3. All of

these cases are considered in lines 5, 8 and 10. Finally if h is an N-node, with

π(h) a co-tree, then clearly G[h] cannot contain an induced 3K1 ∨ P6, because

the complement of a 3K1 would be a C3, and G[h] is a co-tree. If iG[h] contains

an induced 3-pyramid, then it could only be because in the complement of π(h)

there is an induced 3K2, which is the same as saying that π(h) has an induced

matching of size at least 3. Again this is tested in line 13. So we have proved

that if G contains one of the forbidden induced subgraphs, then the algorithm

outputs that G is not neighborhood-perfect, concluding the proof of the if and

only if.

To see that the algorithm runs in O(n+m) time, we shall use the same argument

as in Theorem 4.13. First recall that as was mentioned in Chapter 2 we can

construct the modular tree in linear time and, as was already proven, run

Algorithm 3 in linear time. Now, for every node h in T(G), if h is a P-node or a

N-node with π(h) a tree, the algorithm does no operations. If h is an S-node,
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then it clearly can determine determine the number of children hi of h and

check the values of C(hi), P(hi) and α(hi) for all of them, in O(nπ(h)) time.

Finally if h is an N-node, with π(h) a co-tree, then, asmπ(h) ∈O((nπ(h))2), we

can complement π(h) in O(mπ(h)) time. Once complemented, we can use any

of the linear-time algorithms in [48, 106, 55], to compute a maximum induced

matching of π(h) in O(nπ(h)) time. Thus the algorithm makes at most a number

of operations proportional to nπ(h) for every node h and to mπ(h) for the

N-nodes with π(h) a co-tree, which implies that it runs in O(n+m) time for the

whole graph.

4.2.3 Recognition in Other Graph Classes

In this subsection we shall present several results on the recognition problem of

neighborhood-perfect graphs in different graphs classes, based on the charac-

terizations proved in Section 3.5, namely we shall prove that it can be solved

in polynomial time restricted to the classes of paw-free graphs, diamond-free

graphs, claw-free HCH graphs, HCA graphs and balanced graphs.

Corollary 4.15. There is a linear-time algorithm, that given any paw-free graph G,

decides whether G is neighborhood-perfect.

Proof. By Theorem 3.40, G is neighborhood-perfect if and only if each compo-

nent of G is either bipartite or is the join of a complete bipartite graph and a

complete graph. Based on this characterization it is clear that we can in linear

time check if any component of G is bipartite or if the non universal vertices of

the component form a complete bipartite graph. This algorithm was already

proposed to recognize balanced paw-free graphs in [20].

Corollary 4.16. There is a polynomial-time algorithm, that given any diamond-free

graph G, determines whether G is neighborhood-perfect.

Proof. As was proven in Corollary 3.35, in the class of diamond-free graphs,

neighborhood-perfectness and clique-perfectness coincide. Moreover in [20], it
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was proven that restricted to the class of diamond-free graphs, clique-perfectness

and balancedness are the same. Recalling from Chapter 2 that recognizing bal-

anced graphs is polynomial-time solvable, recognizing neighborhood-perfect

graphs in the class of diamond-free graphs can be done in polynomial time.

Corollary 4.17. There is a polynomial-time algorithm to determine, given any chordal

graph G, if G is neighborhood-perfect.

Proof. By Theorem 3.39, G is neighborhood-perfect if and only if it is balanced.

Thus, as there is a polynomial-time algorithm to determine whether or not G is

balanced, there is one to determine if it is neighborhood-perfect.

Corollary 4.18. There is a polynomial-time algorithm to determine, given any claw-free

HCH graph G, if G is neighborhood-perfect.

Proof. By Corollary 3.37, claw-free HCH neighborhood-perfect graphs are ex-

actly claw-free HCH clique-perfect graphs. It was also proven in [12] that if

G is claw-free HCH, then it is clique-perfect if and only if it is perfect. Thus,

restricted to the class of claw-free HCH graphs, clique-perfect, neighborhood-

perfect and perfect graphs coincide. Therefore as there is a polynomial-time

algorithm to recognize perfect graphs, there is a polynomial-time algorithm to

determine if G is neighborhood-perfect.

Corollary 4.19. There is a polynomial-time algorithm to determine, given a hereditary

circular-arc graph G, if G is neighborhood-perfect.

Proof. As was proved in Theorem 3.31,G is neighborhood-perfect if and only if it

is clique-perfect. But in [13], a O(n19)-time algorithm is given to recognize clique-

perfectness of graphs in the HCA class, therefore the same algorithm can be

used to recognize whether any given HCA graph is neighborhood-perfect.
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4.3 Algorithms for Computing Optimal Sets of Ver-

tices and Edges

In this section we shall present two new linear-time algorithms to compute

a maximum neighborhood-independent set, a minimum neighborhood set, a

maximum 2-independent set, and a minimum dominating set of P4-tidy and

tree-cographs. In this subsection we will refer a maximum neighborhood-

independent set, a minimum neighborhood set, a maximum 2-independent

set and a minimum dominating set of a graph as optimal sets of the graph. As

in the previous section, we shall strongly use the properties of the modular

decomposition trees of these two classes.

First we shall present an algorithm that given a subroutine that computes the op-

timal sets of graphs represented by the N-nodes of the modular decomposition

tree (meaning that it computes a maximum neighborhood-independent set, a

minimum neighborhood-independent set, a domination sets), finds optimal sets

for the graphs represented by all the remaining nodes of the modular decompo-

sition tree. This algorithm will be used for both classes of graphs, changing only

the routine that finds optimal sets for the graph represented by the N-nodes

(which have a different characterization in each class). It is also interesting

to note that given any other graph class with a known characterization of its

modular decomposition tree, one needs only to find a routine that finds optimal

sets for the graph represented by the N-nodes from optimal sets of its children,

to obtain an algorithm that finds optimal sets in the whole graph.

Given a graph G and its modular decomposition tree T(G), for any node h of

T(G), let Rn(h) be a list of vertices of G that form a neighborhood set of G[h]

of minimum size, An(h) be a list of vertices and edges forming a maximum

neighborhood-independent set of G[h], A2(h) be a list of vertices forming a

2-independent set of maximum size of G[h], and D(h) be a list of vertices of

G constituting a minimum dominating set of G[h]. We will call these four

lists, optimal lists for the node h. Algorithm 5 will show how to recursively
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obtain optimal lists for each node h, thus obtaining these lists for the root of

T(G), which we shall call An(G), Rn(G), A2(G) and D(G), respectively. For

this purpose, Algorithm 5 will assume that we have a subroutine that given

any N-node and optimal lists for the children of the N-node, correctly obtains

the lists for the N-node. In all the following algorithms, we shall denote the

concatenation of lists l1, . . . , lk, with 1 6 i 6 k as
∑k
i=1 li. To denote the

concatenation of two lists l1 and l2, we will use l1 + l2. We will denote a list

by listing its elements between ‘〈’ and ‘〉’; for instance, a list whose elements

are x,y, zwill be denoted by 〈x,y, z〉. If l is a list, we will denote by l[i] its i-th

element.

Below, we prove that Algorithm 5 correctly calculates the desired lists, given

that the subroutine used to calculate the lists in the N-nodes works correctly.

Moreover we shall prove that if the N-nodes’ subroutine works in linear time

with respect to π(h) for a N-node h, then the Algorithm 5 works in linear time

with respect to G.

Theorem 4.20. Algorithm 5 obtains correctlyAn(G), Rn(G),A2(G) andD(G), given

that the subroutine for N-nodes is correct.

Proof. The algorithm traverses T(G) in post-order, meaning that before reaching

a node h, all its children have their optimal lists already computed. It is clear

that if h is a leaf, then G[h] is a single vertex and then all optimal lists associated

with h consist in precisely that vertex. Let us now see that if we suppose the

algorithm correctly builds optimal lists for all the children h1, . . . ,hk of an S-

node or P-node, then it correctly computes them for the node itself. If h is a

P-node, then, since the graphs represented by its children are the components of

G[h], it is clear that all optimal sets required can be obtained by simply joining

the lists of the optimal sets for the children. If h is an S-node, it is easy to see

that each of the lists A2(h), D(h), An(h), Rn(h) represent a dominating set, a

2-independent set, a neighborhood-independent set and a neighborhood set of

G[h], respectively. Moreover, since the lengths of these lists match the optimal
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values (according to Theorems 3.9 and 3.12, lemma 3.10, and corollaries 3.11

and 3.13), the lists build in this way are optimal lists.

Algorithm 5: Computes An(G), Rn(G), A2(G), D(G) of a graph G, if a
subroutine to find optimal lists for the graphs represented by N-nodes of
its modular decomposition tree is given

Input: A graph G
Output: An(G), Rn(G), A2(G) and D(G)
Initialization: Construct T(G), the modular decomposition tree of G

1 Step 1:
2 Traverse the nodes of T(G) in post-order, and in each node h do:
3 if h is a leaf, representing only v ∈ V(G) then
4 An(h) := 〈v〉, Rn(h) := 〈v〉, A2(h) := 〈v〉, D(h) := 〈v〉
5 else if h is a P-node with children h1, . . . ,hk then
6 Rn(h) =

∑k
i=1 Rn(hi), A2(h) =

∑k
i=1A2(hi), D(h) =

∑k
i=1D(hi),

An(h) =
∑k
i=1An(hi)

7 else if h is an S-node with children h1, . . . ,hk then
8 A2(h) := 〈v〉where v is an arbitrary vertex of G[h]
9 D(h) := a list of minimum length among D(h1), . . . ,D(hk), 〈v1, v2〉

for any v1 ∈ V(G[h1]) and v2 ∈ V(G[h2])
10 if k = 2 then
11 An(h) := 〈(A2(h1)[i],A2(h2)[i]) : , 1 6 i 6

min{|A2(h1)|, |A2(h2)|}〉
12 else
13 An(h) := 〈(v1, v2)〉 for any v1 ∈ V(G[h1]) and v2 ∈ V(G[h2])

14

R∗ := a list of minimum length among
D∗(h1), . . . ,D∗(hk),Rn(h1), . . . ,Rn(hk),
where D∗(hi) = D(hi) + 〈v〉 for any v ∈ G[h] \G[hi]

15 if k = 2 then
16 Rn(h) := R

∗

17 else
18 Rn(h) := a list of minimum length between R∗ and {v1, v2, v3},

where vi ∈ V(G[hi)]) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}

19 else if h is an N-node then
20 Use a graph class specific subroutine to calculate An(h), Rn(h),

A2(h) and D(h)

21 Step 2:
22 Output An(G), Rn(G), A2(G), D(G)

Lemma 4.21. Let c(h) be the number of edges made in line 11 if k = 2, for h and all

the descendants of h in a modular decomposition tree T(G). Hence, for every node h,
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c(h) + α2(h) 6 n(h), where α2(h) = α2(G[h]).

Proof. To prove this statement, we shall use a structural induction in T(G).

First, let us see that for each leaf h, clearly c(h) = 0, α2(h) = 1, and n(h) = 1.

Now, let us suppose that we have a node h, not a leaf, and that the statement

holds for every child hi, 1 6 i 6 k of h. If h is not an S-node, then clearly

c(h) =
∑k
i=1 c(hi). As every G[hi] ⊆ G[h], the inequality |I ∩ V(hi)| 6 α2(hi)

must hold for every 2-independent set I of G[h]. Hence, by the induction

hypothesis, c(h) + α2(h) 6
∑k
i=1 c(hi) +

∑k
i=1 α2(hi) 6

∑k
i=1 n(hi) = n(h).

If h is an S-node and k > 2, thenα2(h) = 1, implying c(h)+α2(h) = (
∑k
i=1 c(hi))+

1 6
∑k
i=1 c(hi) + α2(h) 6

∑k
i=1 n(hi) = n(h). Hence, suppose that h is an S-

node with two children and suppose, without loss of generality, that α2(h1) 6

α2(h2) and consequently c(h) = c(h1) + c(h2) + α2(h1). Thus, since α2(h) = 1

(because h is an S-node), then c(h) + α2(h) = c(h1) + c(h2) + α2(h1) + 1 6

c(h1) + c(h2) + α2(h1) + α2(h2) 6 n(h1) + n(h2) = n(h).

Theorem 4.22. Algorithm 5 works in O(n+m) time, if the subroutine for N-nodes

works in O(nπ(h) +mπ(h)) time, for every N-node h.

Proof. All nodes are traversed exactly once, so let us see that for every leaf,

S-node and P-node, the algorithm performs O(nπ(h)) operations. If h is a leaf,

then it only creates four lists of size 1. If h is a P-node, then the algorithm

concatenates four times nπ(h) lists. Which, if we suppose is done by loosing the

original lists, can be achieved in O(nπ(h)) time. If h is an S-node, then to obtain

D(h), A2(h), An(h), and Rn(h), clearly it performs at most O(nπ(h)) operations

plus the time of building the edges in line 11, if h is an S-node with exactly two

children. Since, by Lemma 4.21, the number of edges made in all S-nodes is

O(n), the sum of nπ(h) for every node h in T(G) is at most 2n, the sum of all

mπ(h) for all N-nodes is at most m, and finding the modular decomposition

tree can be done in O(n+m) time, the whole algorithm can be implemented to

run in O(n+m) time.
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4.3.1 P4-tidy Graphs

In this subsection we shall show an algorithm to find in O(nπ(h)) time the

optimal sets for an N-node of the modular decomposition tree T(G) of a P4-tidy

graph G.

Algorithm 6: Computes An(h), Rn(h), A2(h), D(h), for any given N-node

h of the modular decomposition tree T(G) of a P4-tidy graph G
Input: A N-node h of a modular decomposition tree of a P4-tidy graph G

Output: An(h), Rn(h), A2(h) and D(h)

1 Step 1:

2 if π(h) is isomorphic to C5 = v1 . . . v5v1 then

3 An := 〈v1v2, v4v5〉, Rn(h) := 〈v1, v3, v5〉, A2(h) := 〈v1〉, D(h) := 〈v1, v2〉

4 else if π(h) is isomorphic to P5 = v1 . . . v5 then

5 An := 〈v1v2, v4v5〉, Rn(h) := D(h) := 〈v2, v4〉, A2(h) := 〈v1, v4〉

6 else if π(h) is isomorphic to P5 with π(h) = v1 . . . v5 then

7 An := 〈v1v5, v2v3〉, Rn(h) := D(h) = 〈v1, v2〉, A2(h) = 〈v1〉

8 else if π(h) is a starfish with partition (S,C,R) where C = {c1, . . . , ck},

S = {s1, . . . , sk} and c1s1, . . . , cksk are the legs of π(h) then

9 Let vi ∈ V(G[ci]) and wi ∈ V(G[si]) for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}

10 A2(h) := 〈w1, . . . ,wk〉, D(h) := 〈v1, . . . , vk〉, An(h) := 〈v1w1, . . . , vkwk〉,

Rn(h) := 〈v1, v2, . . . , vk〉

11 if π(h) is a fat starfish with ci ∈ C representing 2K1 then

12 Replace vi in Rn(h) with wi

13 else if π(h) is an urchin with partition (S,C,R) where C = {c1, . . . , ck},

S = {s1, . . . , sk} and c1s1, . . . , cksk are the legs of π(h) then

14 A2(h) := 〈v1〉, D(h) := 〈v1, v2〉, An := 〈v1w2〉 and Rn(h) := 〈v1, v2〉 for any

v1 ∈ V(G[c1]), v2 ∈ V(G[c2]) and w2 ∈ V(G[s2]).

15 Step 2:

16 Output An(h), Rn(h), A2(h), D(h)

Theorem 4.23. Algorithm 6 correctly findsAn(h), Rn(h),A2(h),D(h), for any given

N-node h of the modular decomposition tree T(G) of any P4-tidy graph G.
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Proof. It can be checked by simple inspection that if π(h) is isomorphic to C5, P5,

or P5, optimal lists are chosen (recall that if this is the case G[h] = π(h)). If π(h)

is a starfish, then clearly the listsA2(h),D(h),An(h) and Rn(h) computed by the

algorithm correspond to a 2-independent set, a dominating set, a neighborhood-

independent set and a neighborhood set of G[h], respectively. Moreover, such

lists are optimal lists because A2(h) has the same length asD(h), and An(h) has

the same length as Rn(h). If π(h) is an urchin, clearly we cannot dominate all

vertices with only one vertex, but if we take two vertices belonging to different

graphs represented by vertices of C, we obtain a minimum dominating set,

as well as a minimum neighborhood set. In an urchin all vertices are at most

at distance two from each other, and thus all 2-independent sets of G[h] have

size 1. It is also easy to see that if π(h) is an urchin then no two edges can

be neighborhood-independent; so, the maximum neighborhood-independent

set must be composed of at most one edge. Hence, if π(h) is an urchin, then

the lists A2(h), D(h), An(h) and Rn(h) build by the algorithm are optimal lists.

Therefore, as G is P4-tidy, we have seen that for all possible scenarios the

algorithm correctly computes the optimal sets.

Theorem 4.24. Algorithm 6 works in O(nπ(h)) time, for h an N-node in the modular

decomposition tree of any P4-tidy graph G.

Proof. As we was already seen in Chapter 2, if G is a P4-tidy, we can decide

in O(nπ(h)) time whether π(h) is isomorphic to P5, C5, P5, or is a starfish or

urchin, and in the latter two cases obtain its decomposition. It is clear that if

π(h) is isomorphic to a P5, C5, P5, the algorithm performs a constant number

of operations. If π(h) is a starfish, then once it has obtained C and S, and

determined if there is a replaced vertex of C (all in O(nπ(h))) time, it does

only constant time assignments and it generates |C| edges, all of which can be

done in O(nπ(h)) time. Finally if π(h) is an urchin, then once again it performs

a constant number of operations. Therefore in all possible cases it runs in

O(nπ(h)) time.
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4.3.2 Tree-cographs

In this subsection we will present an algorithm to find the optimal sets of N-

nodes in a modular decomposition tree of a tree-cograph. To this purpose

we shall first give a characterization of co-trees with αn > 1. This character-

ization will allow us to easily identify these graph and find a neighborhood-

independent set of maximum size, all in linear time.

Lemma 4.25. If G is a graph, then αn(G) > 1 if and only if G has two edges xy and

wz such that {x,y,w, z} is a total dominating set of G.

Proof. By definition, αn(G) > 1, if and only if there are two neighborhood-

independent edges xy and wz in G. Moreover, any two edges xy and zw of G,

neighborhood-independent satisfy that every vertex is at least nonadjacent in G

to at least one vertex in {x,y,w, z} different from itself, or equivalently {x,y,w, z}

is a total dominating set of G.

Lemma 4.26. If G is a co-tree with αn(G) > 1, then T ′ must be a path, where T is G

and T ′ is the graph T , with all its leafs erased.

Proof. If G is a co-tree, then clearly T is a tree and hence T ′ must be also a tree.

Let us suppose by contradiction that T ′ is not a path. As paths are trees with at

most two leaves, then T ′ has by our supposition three different leafs x, y, z and,

as |V(T ′)| > 2, these three vertices must form an independent set of T ′ (and thus

of T ). The fact that these three vertices are in T ′ implies that they were not leaves

in T , but as they are leaves of T ′, then they must have been adjacent to leaves

in T . Given a tree, all vertices adjacent to leafs must be in all total dominating

sets, because they are the only vertices that can dominate the leafs. Hence x, y

and z are in all total dominating sets of T . Since αn(G) > 1, Lemma 4.25 implies

that there must be a vertex w such that {x,y,w, z} is a total dominating set of T

and without loss of generality xy, wz are edges of G. But this clearly implies

a contradiction, because z is not strongly dominated in T by {x,y,w, z}. The

contradiction came from the supposition that T ′ was not a path.
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Before stating the characterization, we shall present an inequality that will be

used in the proof of Theorem 4.28.

Theorem 4.27 ([30]). The following inequality holds for every tree T :

γt(T) > (n(T) + 2 − l(T))/2.

Where n(T) is |V(T)|, l(T) is the number of leafs of T and γt(T) is the total dominating

number of T .

Theorem 4.28. If G is a co-tree, then αn(G) > 1 if and only if T ′ is either P2, P3, P4,

or P5 or P6 with no central vertex of T ′ adjacent to a leaf of T , where T = G and T ′ is

the graph T with all its leaves erased.

Proof. Let us first prove that if G is a co-tree with αn(G) > 1, then T ′ is as

described above. By Lemma 4.26, T ′ must be a path. Clearly T ′ cannot have

only 1 vertex, because T would be a star and αn(G) would be one. As we have

already seen in Lemma 4.25, γt(T) 6 4 if T = G. Thus, Theorem 4.27 implies

that 6 > n(T) − l(T), but n(T) − l(T) = n(T ′). Therefore T ′ is Pi with 2 6 i 6 6.

If T ′ = P5 or T ′ = P6, then suppose by contradiction that there is a leaf in T

adjacent to any central vertex of T ′. As was already mentioned in the proof of

Lemma 4.26, this means that there is a central vertex of T ′ that must be in every

total dominating set of T , this is also always true for both leafs of T ′. But then

there cannot be a total dominating set of T of size 4, because all three vertices

are nonadjacent in T and there is no vertex that is adjacent to all three at the

same time. This leads to a contradiction because we have already proved that

γt 6 4. Hence no central vertex of T ′ can be adjacent to a leaf of T if T ′ is a P5 or

P6.

To prove the converse implication, if T ′ is P2, P3 or P4, simply take all vertices of

T ′ plus two, one, or zero leaves of T , respectively, adjacent to different leaves of

T ′, and we shall have a total dominating set of T of size 4. If this set is {x,y,w, z},

then clearly we can always take xy and wz to be non-edges of T and thus edges
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of G, and by Lemma 4.25, αn(G) > 1. If T ′ is P5 or P6, we can take all vertices of

T ′, except for the central vertices of the path. As no central vertex is adjacent to

leafs of T , then clearly these four vertices must be a total dominating set of T .

Once again it is easy to check that we can find two non-edges of T among these

four vertices, and therefore αn(G) > 1.

Corollary 4.29. It is easy to decide in O(n + m) time whether a co-tree G has

αn(G) > 1 and if so find a neighborhood-independent set of G size 2.

Proof. We use the characterization presented in Theorem 4.28. We can easily

complement G and remove the vertices with degree 1. If the resulting tree is a

path of length 2 to 6, then αn(G) > 1 and, following the instructions of the proof

of Theorem 4.28, we can obtain the two neighborhood-independent edges of

G. As G is a co-tree, m ∈ O(n2) meaning that we can complement G in O(m)

time. Deciding whether a tree becomes a path of bounded size by removing

its leaves and, if so, also computing the corresponding path, can all be done in

O(n). Finally obtaining the edges following the instructions of Theorem 4.28

can be easily done in O(n) time.

Now that we have given this characterization, we shall prove that Algorithm 7

finds the optimal sets for an N-node of the modular decomposition tree of a

tree-cograph, all in O(nπ(h)+mπ(h)) time. In line 8, we check if π(h) has a total

dominating set of size 2. Let us see why this allows us to find the 2-independent

set π(h) that we need.

Lemma 4.30. If G is a graph, then {v1, v2} ⊆ V(G) is a 2-independent set of G if and

only if it is a total dominating set of G.

Proof. The set S = {v1, v2} is a 2-independent set of G if and only if NG[v1] ∩

NG[v2] = ∅. But this means that inG no vertex can be nonadjacent to both v1 and

v2, which is to say that all vertices of G must be adjacent to v1 or v2. Therefore S

is a 2-independent set of G if and only if S is a total dominating set of G of size

2.
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Algorithm 7: Computes An(h), Rn(h), A2(h), D(h), for a given N-node h

of the modular decomposition tree T(G) of a tree-cograph G
Input: A N-node h of a modular decomposition tree of a tree-cograph G

Output: An(h), Rn(h), A2(h) and D(h)

1 Step 1:

2 if π(h) is a tree then

3 A2(h) := a maximum 2-independent set of G[h]

4 D(h) := a minimum dominating set of G[h]

5 An(h) := a maximum matching of G[h]

6 Rn(h) := a minimum vertex cover of G[h]

7 else if π(h) is a co-tree then

8 if π(h) has a total dominating set of size 2 then A2(h) := a total dominating

set of G[h] of size 2

9 else A2(h) := 〈v1〉 for any v1 ∈ G[h]

10 if αn(π(h)) > 1 then An(h) := {e1, e2} with e1, e2

neighborhood-independent edges of G[h]

11 else An(h) = {e1} with e1 any edge of π(h)

12 D(h) := 〈vl, vn〉, R\(h) := 〈vl, vn〉, with vl a leaf of G[h] and vn its only

neighbor in G[h]

13 Step 2:

14 Output An(h), Rn(h), A2(h), D(h)

Theorem 4.31. Algorithm 7 correctly finds An(h), Rn(h), A2(h) and D(h), for any

given N-node h of the modular decomposition tree of a tree-cograph G.

Proof. If G is a tree-cograph, then an N-node h of its modular decomposition is

a tree with connected complement or a connected co-tree. In both cases π(h) is

isomorphic to G[h], thus we can find the optimal sets analyzing π(h). If π(h) is

a tree, then as was already seen in [70] a maximum matching of G[h] is also a

maximum neighborhood-independent edge set and a minimum vertex cover

is a minimum neighborhood-cover set. Hence if π(h) is a tree, then clearly

the algorithm computes the correct values for the optimal sets. On the other
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hand if π(h) is a co-tree, then as was seen in Lemma 4.30, if we find a total

dominating set of size 2 in G[h], we will have a 2-independent set of size 2

of G[h]. Clearly a co-tree cannot have an independent set of size three, thus

αn(π(h)) 6 2. Clearly if there are no 2-independent sets of size 2, then any

node is a maximum 2-independent set. It was already stated in Corollary 4.29

that there is a linear-time algorithm to determine if αn(π(h)) > 1 and if this

is the case to find a neighborhood-independent set of size 2. Thus in line 10,

we correctly obtain An(h). Note that αn(G[h]) 6 2, because if we take a leaf

of G[h] and its only neighbor in G[h], we clearly have a neighborhood set as

well as a dominating set of G(h). Moreover if there were a dominating set or

neighborhood set of size 1, then that would mean an isolated vertex in G[h],

which would contradict the fact that it is a tree.

Theorem 4.32. Algorithm 7 can be implemented to run in O(nπ(h) +mπ(h)) time.

Proof. It is clear that in linear time it can be determined if π(h) is a tree. More-

over, if π(h) is not a tree, then it must be a co-tree because all N-nodes of a

tree-cograph are trees or co-trees. If π(h) is a tree, algorithms for finding mini-

mum vertex cover sets, minimum dominating sets and maximum matchings in

linear time can be found in [80, 81, 90]. Obtaining a 2-independent maximum

set of a tree can also be done efficiently with an algorithm very similar to the

one mentioned in [81] for independent sets. We explicitly state here, for the sake

of completion, this linear-time algorithm for finding a 2-independent maximum

set of a tree T :

Given a tree T , we regard it as a directed tree with an arbitrary root vertex

r and traverse its vertices in post-order. For every vertex i, we determine

Use(i) and NUse(i), where Use(i) is a maximum 2-independent set using ver-

tex i and NUse(i) is defined analogously but without using i. Clearly, if i

is not a leaf, then Use(i) = i ∪
⋃
( NUse(j) : j is a child of i ) and NUse(i) =⋃

(max{ Use(j) , NUse(j) : j is child of i )}, where max{A,B} denotes a set with

maximum number of vertices among A and B. If i is a leaf, then clearly
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Use(i) = {i} and NUse(i) = ∅. Hence, Use(i) and NUse(i) for all vertices

i can be determined in overall linear-time. Finally, max{Use(i), NUse(i)}, which

is a maximum 2-independent set of T , can be found in linear time.

Hence, using the algorithms mentioned above, which clearly run in O(nπ(h))

time, we can obtain corresponding to a node h whenever π(h) is a tree. If

π(h) is a co-tree, then, as was already mentioned, we can complement it in

O(mπ(h)) time, then using any of the algorithms mentioned in [68, 30, 63],

we can obtain a maximum total dominating set of π(h), and if it is of size 2,

we can obtain the corresponding total dominating set of G[h] and assign it to

A2(h) (bearing in mind that π(h) andG[h] are isomorphic). Using the algorithm

mentioned in Corollary 4.29, we can find in O(nπ(h)+mπ(h)) time a maximum

neighborhood-independent set of G[h]. Finally, having already complemented

π(h), finding a leaf of G[h] and its neighbor can be done easily in linear time.

Therefore if π(h) is a co-tree, the algorithm can also be implemented to run in

O(nπ(h) +mπ(h)) time.

4.4 Complexity Results

As was already stated, to our knowledge no results have been explicitly given on

the computational complexity of the recognition problem of the whole class of

neighborhood-perfect graphs. On the other hand the problems of determining

αn and ρn were already proven to be NP-complete even for the class of split

graphs in [27]. In this section we present a prove of NP-hardness of these two

problems in the class of co-bipartite graphs. If X and Y are disjoint sets and

F ⊆ X × Y, we shall denote by (X, Y, F) the co-bipartite graph with vertex set

X ∪ Y where X and Y are cliques and the edges between X and Y are those in F.

Theorem 4.33. It is NP-hard to determine the neighborhood-independence number in

co-bipartite graphs.

Proof. We shall prove the NP-hardness of the problem, by showing a polynomial

reduction of the problem of determining the size of a maximum independent set
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of a graph H. For that purpose, given any graph H, we will define a co-bipartite

graph G such that αn(G) = α(G).

Given any graph H = (V ,E), let G = (X, Y, F) where X = {v ′ : v ∈ V}, Y = V ∪ E

and F = {v ′e : v ∈ V , e ∈ E and v is incident to e} ∪ {v ′v : v ∈ V}; that is, we

connect every vertex in Y to its copy in X and every edge in Y to the copies of

its endpoints in X. Let us first note that as there are no isolated vertices in G,

then in order to determine the neighborhood-independence number we can

restrict our attention to those neighborhood-independent sets consisting only of

edges. Moreover, being X and Y cliques, there is some maximum neighborhood-

independent set having all its edges in F.

Given an independent set S ∈ V of H, let I be the subset of F defined by

I = {v ′v : v ∈ S}. It is easy to see that I is a neighborhood-independent set

because given two different edges v ′v and w ′w of I, there is no vertex adjacent

to all four vertices. In fact, the only vertices in X adjacent to v and w are v ′ and

w ′ respectively and if there were an element of Y adjacent to v, v ′, w, and w ′,

then it would necessarily be an edge e of H joining v to w, which contradicts

the fact that S is an independent set of H. This contradictions proves that I is a

neighborhood-independent set and hence αn(G) > α(H).

Conversely, let I be a neighborhood-independent set of edges in G such that

I ⊆ F. We shall see that S = {v ∈ V : v ′y ∈ I} is an independent set ofH. Suppose,

for a contradiction, that there is an edge e of H joining two vertices v andw of S.

By definition, there are y1,y2 ∈ Y such that v ′y1,w ′y2 ∈ F and, by construction, e

is adjacent in G to all the four endpoints of v ′y1 andw ′y2, which contradicts the

fact that F is a neighborhood-independent set. This contradictions shows that S

is an independent set ofH and thereforeα(H) > αn(G). This completes the proof

of the polynomial reduction of the maximum independent set problem to the

maximum neighborhood-independent set problem in co-bipartite graphs.

To prove the following theorem we will use the following result from [42].
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Theorem 4.34 ([42]). Given a graph G, it is NP-hard to approximate the Minimum

Vertex Cover to within any factor smaller than 10
√

5 − 21 = 1.3606 . . . .

Theorem 4.35. It is NP-hard to determine the neighborhood number in co-bipartite

graphs.

Proof. To prove that the problem is NP-hard, we shall use Theorem 4.34, and

show that a polynomial-time reduction from a 4
3 -approximation of the Minimum

Vertex Cover problem can be easily obtained. For that purpose, given a graphH,

we will show to build a co-bipartite graphG such that β(H) 6 ρn(G) 6 β(H)+1.

Namely, given any graph H = (V ,E), let G = (X, Y, F) where X = V , Y = E and

F = {ve ∈ V × E : v is incident to e in H}; that is, every vertex in X is joined to

the edges in Y to which it is incident in H.

Given a set vertex cover C ⊆ V of H, then C together with any element of Y is

clearly neighborhood set of G. In fact, all the edges of the cliques X and Y will

clearly be covered by any vertex of X and the vertex of Y, respectively. Moreover

all edges of F will be covered because if ve ∈ F, then e = vw (in H) for some

w ∈ V . Hence, since C was a vertex cover of H, v or w must be in C and both

cover the edge ve inG (because v,w, e is a triangle inG). Thus ρn(G) 6 β(H)+1.

To check the remaining inequality, let S ⊆ X ∪ Y be a neighborhood set of G

with minimum cardinality. If e is any element in S ∩ Y, then e is covering in G

only two edges of F, namely the ve and we, where vw = e (in H). Thus if we

replace e by v or w in S, this set that arises still covers all the the edges of F. If

we apply this procedure successively for all vertices in S ∪ Y, we will obtain at

the end a vertex set of S ′ ⊆ X that is a neighborhood-covering set of F and has

size less than or equal to ρn(G). It turns out that S ′ ⊆ V will be a vertex cover

of H, because for any edge e ∈ E, where e = vw (in H), v or w will be in S ′ for

these are the only vertices in X that cover ve ∈ F. As S ′ is a a vertex cover of H

whose size is less than or equal to ρn(G), β(H) 6 ρn(G).

Now that we have proved that this co-bipartite graph G satisfies β(H) 6

ρn(G) 6 β(H) + 1, it is easy to give a polynomial-time reduction to the prob-
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lem of approximating β(H) within a factor of 4
3 . Given a graph H, we can in

polynomial (linear) time decide whether it has a vertex cover of size 1 or 2

and, if so, we transform H into an arbitrary co-bipartite graph whose corre-

sponding maximum neighborhood set has size 1 or 2, respectively. If β(H) > 3

we construct in polynomial time G as described above. As proven before

β(H) 6 ρn(G) 6 β(H) + 1, which as β(H) > 3 means that 1 6 ρn(G)
β(H) 6 1 + 1

3 .

This proves the reduction from the problem of approximating the Minimum

Vertex Cover problem less than 10
√

5 − 21 = 1.3606 . . . , as desired.



Chapter 5

Conclusion and Final

Remarks

Throughout this thesis we work on neighborhood-perfect graphs, a variation of

perfect graphs. We study characterizations by forbidden induced subgraphs,

restricted to superclasses of cographs and classes related to the class of hered-

itary clique-Helly graphs. Moreover we studied the recognition problem of

neighborhood-perfect graphs and the problem of finding the parameters in-

volved in the definition of neighborhood-perfectness, both restricted to these

same graph classes.

In Chapter 3 we consider the characterizations mentioned above. The main

results of this chapter are summarized in Table 5.1.

In Section 3.2 we studied how the join operation modifies the two parameters

used in the definition of neighborhood-perfectness. In Theorem 3.9 and Theo-

rem 3.12 we gave two equalities that determine how these parameters change

with the join operation. Using these results, we found in Theorem 3.20 exactly all

graphs that are minimally non-neighborhood-perfect with disconnected comple-

ment. This in turn allowed us to characterize by forbidden induced subgraphs

87
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the neighborhood-perfect graphs restricted to the classes of P4-tidy graphs and

tree-cographs. It seems interesting to note that the techniques used to find this

characterizations could be extended to prove forbidden induced subgraph char-

acterizations of neighborhood-perfectness in graph classes with known modular

decomposition tree, provided that the minimally non-neighborhood-perfect

graphs could be easily identified in the graphs represented by the N-nodes of

this tree.

In Section 3.5 we proved several forbidden induced subgraph characterizations

of neighborhood-perfect graphs restricted to classes that are either contained

in the class of HCH graphs or strongly related to it. In most of these proofs,

we use a result proved by Lehel and explicitly restated here in Theorem 3.27.

This theorem shows how deeply related the classes of clique-perfect graphs

and neighborhood-perfect graph are. Thus, using this relation and known

results on clique-perfectness, we could prove several partial characterizations by

forbidden induced subgraphs of neighborhood-perfect graphs. It is noteworthy

that the relationship observed between neighborhood-perfect graphs and clique-

perfect graphs could eventually be used as well to find characterizations of

clique-perfectness, using results of neighborhood-perfectness. Furthermore,

there are several graph classes for which clique-perfectness has been studied

and in which we believe results on neighborhood-perfectness could be achieved

by using similar techniques as those used in this section (e.g., complement of

line graphs).

In Chapter 4, we studied the algorithmic problems associated with neighborhood-

perfectness. In particular, we studied the problem of recognizing neighborhood-

perfect graphs in Section 4.2 (the main results are summarized in Table 5.2) and,

in the final two sections, the problems of finding αn(G) and ρn(G), for graphs

G belonging to the classes of P4-tidy graphs, tree-cographs and complement of

bipartite graphs (results are summarized in Table 5.3). For P4-tidy graphs and

tree-cographs G, we gave as well linear-time algorithms that find the sets that

achieve the optimum αn(G) and ρn(G). Similarly to the previous chapter, most
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Graph Class

Minimal forbidden induced
subgraphs for

neighborhood-perfectness Reference

P4-tidy graphs 0-pyramid, 3-pyramid, C5 Theorem 3.22

tree-cographs 3-pyramid, P6 ∨ 3K1 Theorem 3.26

HCA graphs 0-pyramid, C7, odd holes,
vikings, 2-vikings, Sk, Tk

Theorem 3.31

gem-free CA graphs odd holes, 3-pyramid Corollary 3.33

diamond-free graphs odd generalized suns Corollary 3.35

HCH claw-free graphs odd holes, C7 Corollary 3.37

Table 5.1: Minimal forbidden induced subgraph characterizations for neighborhood-perfect graphs
within the graph classes studied in Chapter 3.

Graph Class
Time complexity of recognition of

neighborhood-perfect graphs Reference

P4-tidy graphs linear-time Theorem 4.12

tree-cographs linear-time Theorem 4.14

paw-free graphs linear-time Corollary 4.15

diamond-free graphs polynomial-time Corollary 4.16

chordal graphs polynomial-time Corollary 4.17

claw-free HCH graphs polynomial-time Corollary 4.18

HCA graphs polynomial-time Corollary 4.19

Table 5.2: Time complexity of the recognition problem of neighborhood-perfectness restricted to
several graph classes, results appear in Chapter 4.

Graph Class
Time complexity of
finding αn and ρn Reference

P4-tidy graphs linear-time Theorem 4.24

tree-cographs linear-time Theorem 4.32

complement of bipartite graphs NP-hard Theorems 4.33 and 4.35

Table 5.3: Time complexity of the problem of finding αn and ρn restricted to two superclasses of
cographs and the class of complement of bipartite graphs, results appear in Chapter 4.
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of the algorithmic results on P4-tidy graphs and tree-cographs are based on the

identities proved in Theorems 3.9 and 3.12 and their corollaries. Using both of

these theorems we were able to propose algorithms that work recursively on the

modular decomposition trees of these graphs. We believe that this technique

could be used to solve the recognition problem of neighborhood-perfect graphs

in other classes that have a well understood modular decomposition tree. More-

over, we gave a general algorithm, that given any graph G and its modular

decomposition tree T(G), reduces the problem of finding optimal neighborhood

sets and neighborhood-independent sets in G, to the problem of determining

these sets, as well as a maximum 2-independent set and a minimum dominating

set in the N-nodes of T(G).

It is worth noting that a different approach for obtaining linear-time algorithms

for P4-tidy graphs (and, more generally, in graph classes having bounded clique-

width) was introduced by Courcelle et al in [39]. This approach allows for

linear-time solutions of recognition and optimization problems that are express-

ible in a certain monadic second-order logic. Given the characterizations proven

in Theorems 3.22 and 3.26, it is easy to see that the recognition problem of

neighborhood-perfectness in P4-tidy graphs and tree-cographs can be expressed

in this monadic second-order logic. As the class of tree-cographs also has

bounded clique-width, Courcelle’s metatheorem would imply the existence of a

linear-time algorithm for the recognition problem of neighborhood-perfectness

when the input graph is restricted to both tree-cographs and P4-tidy graphs.

Moreover, the problem of finding a minimum neighborhood-covering set can

be seen to fall as well in the scope of their approach, implying a linear-time

algorithm to solve this problem in any P4-tidy graph or tree-cograph. Neverthe-

less, although Courcelle’s metatheorem is of great theoretical importance, the

algorithm obtained by it is far away from being practical; although it begins by

building a modular decomposition tree of the input graph, the rest of the algo-

rithm may have enormous hidden constants in the linear-time complexity (even

if the input graph has small clique-width) [38]. This combinatorial explosion of
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the constants seems to be a consequence of the generality of the metatheorem,

given that it requires only a monadic second-order formula and an input graph

to solve the problem. This seems unavoidable if one wishes to obtain results for

general monadic second-order formulas [47]. Therefore, it is clearly of interest

to find more practical algorithms, that can work by only performing a simple

transversal of the modular decomposition trees of the input graph.

Finally, in Section 4.4, we proved that determining αn(G) and ρn(G) is NP-hard

even if the graph G is the complement of a bipartite graph. The reduction

used in this proof was inspired by similar reductions from [56] used to prove

NP-completeness of determining αc and τc. We believe that by further exploring

the similarities between the parameters of clique-perfectness and neighborhood-

perfectness, new results that would help to understand the algorithmic com-

plexity of determining this parameters could be found. Moreover it is worth

studying if the results found for αn(G) and ρn(G) could be extended to the

generalized parameters αn(G,k) and ρn(G,k). In particular we believe that the

algorithmic results for P4-tidy graphs and tree-cographs could be extended to

these parameters in a fairly straightforward way.
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HCH, 20

head, 26

Helly circular-arc, 22, 48

Helly property, 19

hereditary clique-Helly, 19, 51

HCH claw-free graph, 51
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